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HAND IN HAND TO REBUILD AMERICA...

UNITED WE STAND A CHANCE
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Dear Valued Customer,

Today's economy is a difficult one to navigate. With home prices

continuing to decline, consumer lending continuing to be scarce and

food and gas prices on the rise, everyday people are having a harder

t ime getting by.

With unemployment numbers at their highest levels since the great depression, people are

struggling to meet the demands of our ever-growing consumerism and tend to lose touch on

what is a necessity and what is a mere want.

Some analysts say that we are in the midst of a double-dip recession; others feel that the t i t le

of depression would be more appropriate but nonetheless we, the average American, seem to

be the one paying the price. When trying to navigate through tough t imes such as these,

feeling like you are facing these issues alone can be a very overwhelming idea. Thankful ly ,

the time has come where an alternat ive solution is available to help you make the right

decisions for your future.

Never before has all the help, advice, and solutions to financial worr ies been available to the

public, all at one place at one time. In the past, people would have to seek help from a banker,

a bankruptcy attorney, and a financial advisor and stil l not end up with the r ight answers

and solutions. Today, through 1" Un i ted Consultants, your questions will al l be answered and

all your problems will be tackled.

Our team of Financial Consultants is available to answer any questions you may have and to

guide you to obtaining all of the financial goals and results you need to go forward. This guide

contains information on handling your f inances, reducing and eliminat ing your debt, reducing

your monthly expenditures, saving for the future and much, much more. Once you use the

tools and forms included in our program and this guide, you wil l be in far better command of

your money, your budget and your assets. This guide wil l help you set realistic goals for

eliminating your unsecured debt in the shortest t imeframe possible, reducing the monthly

output on your secured debt, maximizing your investments and getting ahead of the game.

We, at 1'" United Consultants wish to take this opportunity to congratulate you on taking the

first steps necessary to getting your f inances under control. Whether it be credit card debt,

mortgage payments, tax debt or overspending that is plaguing you, your decision to enroll in

our Financial Consultat ion program, is a good one and wil l al low you to put your problems

into the hands of professionals, whose livelihoods depend on providing you with results you

can count on.

If you have any questions, or require any clari f ication as to what this program wil l do for you,

this guide is your number one resource in addit ion to our f inancial consultants and client care

agents who stand ready to serve you Monday through Friday.
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CON TA C T INFORMA TION

Our Financial Consultant and Customer Service Departments are available to answer any
questions you may have from Monday to Friday 10:00 am to 7:00 pm EST at:

By Phone: (S55) 4-UNITE-1 OR (S55) 4S6-4S31
By Fax: (SOO) 754-6602
By E-mail: inf o@1UNITE.corn
Website: www. 1 UNITE.com

Our agents take pleasure in ensuring that all your questions and concerned are
answered and adhere to a strict policy of returning all phone calls and e-mails within a 1
business day delay.
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WHAT WE DO FOR OUR CLIENTS

The Financial Consultation Program created by 1" United Consultants allows consumers like
you to significantly lower your monthly outlay of payments to creditors by benefitting from
methods used by financial advisors, lawyers, credit counselors and debt relief firms for
decades.

Our program is the only one that focuses on the root of financial difficulty, money
management, and provides tools to help you and your families take command of your budget,
finances and most importantly, your debt.

We teach clients how to save money within their normal day to day activities while working
on the major sources of expense that cause most families to be unable to keep up.

1" United Consultants offers a 3-step solution for consumers who are having a hard time

keeping up with the demands of their budget:

~Ste 1: We provide a full review of our clients' financial health. This consists of
reviewing assets, liabilities, expenses, income, investments and more.

~Ste 2: We provide the client with a slew of budgeting tools and exercises which must
be completed in order to gain a better snapshot of where they are spending, wasting
and could be saving their money. These tools will allow our financial consultants to
begin the process of improving clients financial lives by establishing a plan for reducing
interest rates, monthly payments and overall balances on their debt.

~Ste 3: We provide a brokering service for clients who need to work with a debt relief
company to solve their debt problems. There are tens of thousands of debt relief
companies in America and it is a very difficult process for the average client to navigate
through all of them and determine which ones are trustworthy and provide results. We
refer our clients to 3rd party financial services that provide the highest level of
satisfaction to clients and who pride themselves on being the foremost experts when it
comes to their individual services.

Our goal is to be a source for all things financial for our clientele, constantly innovating to
ensure that we are at the forefront of any new opportunities that arise to help save our clients
money and provide them with Financial Freedom in the shortest time period possible.

This service will provide educational resources on all things financial and will provide clients
with a better understanding of how to manage their money, credit, debt and payments in the
future.

In today's economy "CASH IS KING" and our job is to ultimately put more cash in your pockets
for the long term.
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GETTING STARTED

In order for us to begin the process of analyzing your financial situation, you will need to
prepare the following documents that pertain to your particular file.

We require the most recent copy of the following statements no older than 30 to 60 days
(If applicable):

1. A void check from the bank account being used to make payments
2. 2 - most current paystubs

3. 2010 or 2011 W-2s and/or 1099s
4. Credit card statements
5. Medical Bills
6. Student Loan statements
7. Mortgage Statements
8. Unpaid Tax Bills
9. Utility Bills (water, power, and gas)
10. A completed copy of the Yearly Income Forecast
11. A completed copy of the Expense Management Plan
12. A completed copy of the Balance Sheet

You must create a detailed list of all income sources, outstanding debts, including account
numbers, balances, monthly payments, etc. and determine exactly how much you owe in total
so that you may see a clear picture of the help thatis needed.

If you' ve omitted any accounts or need to add any new ones or if there is any change in your
financial situation such as job loss, reduction of income, new employment, change in marital
status, medical issues, etc.:

IT IS IMPORTANT THAT YOU ADVISE OUR CUSTOMER SERVICE DEPARTMENT.
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To Financial Ti s

1) ~Set pa ls:

Any opportunity at success in life begins with setting goals.
~o„

+ +o
Short-term goals: those that you hope to achieve within the next 12 months.
Long-term goals: those that will take longer than 12 months to achieve.

The goals you set should be specific. Try not to say, "I want to be rich." Rather, "I want to
accumulate $50,000 over the next five years." Also, try to make the goals realistic. If your
goals are unattainable, you may become discouraged and give up before you achieve them,
which render them meaningless.

2) Create a bud et:

A budget can be used as a tool in identifying how and when money is being spent. The first
step is to record historical information regarding your income. The next step is to record
historical information concerning your personal expenses. This information will be found in
your canceled checks, checkbook registers, paid receipts, credit card statements and tax
returns. You should separate fixed expenses from variable expenses.

Once you have tracked your spending habits, you will be able to limit the areas where you
spend money needlessly. Be sure to compare your actual spending with your projected
budget. Make changes as necessary to your plan.

3) Understand our credit:

If used properly, the use of credit, posting payments over time, can be a useful tool for
individuals. There exists, however, the potential for credit abuse, which is what has
occurred in America over the last few decades. This often leads to debt, financial problems,
bankruptcy, and may ultimately prevent the achievement of financial goals. The biggest
problem with use of credit is the tendency to overspend. Interest rates at 24.99% and higher
can be charged to your bill for any credit card balances.

4) Understand the effect of each financial decision:

Each financial decision you make can affect several other areas of your life. An investment
decision, for example, could have a tax consequence. A decision regarding your child' s
education might affect your retirement plans. Remember that all of your financial decisions
are interrelated.
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5) Be realistic in our ex ectations:

Take a common-sense approach to managing your finances in order to reach your life goals.
Remember, being responsible cannot change your financial situation overnight; it is a life-long
process. Spending responsibly is a way of life, not just a temporary fix.

6) Pre are for the unex ected:

Set aside at least three months of income in an account that can be liquidated quickly.
Everyone should have a cushion to fall back on when an emergency arises.

7) Check and recheck our strate

Have your goals changed? Are the investments you originally chose still appropriate for you?
Do you feel that you could assume more risk? On the other hand, would you feel more
comfortable with less risk as you move closer to retirement? Rethink your investment strategy
periodically.

8) Plan ahead:

Get an idea of what your retirement might cost. Read your Social
Security annual benefits statement, which is mailed to you annually.
Find out what other pension benefits you may be eligible for through
your employer. Base your retirement savings goals on real data.

9) Protect ourself:

Insurance is as personal as your own needs and goals, but there are certain bases you should
cover. Life Insurance: Could your family support itself if something were to happen to you?
Today's insurance policies offer protection, as well as other features that can help you reach

your financial goals. Disability Insurance: The inability to earn an income, even for a short
period of time, can quickly erode your savings and derail your retirement plans.

Disability insurance provides surprisingly affordable protection against a temporary situation
that can cause a permanent financial disaster. Health Insurance available through your
employer is often the best option if it is available to you. However, if you aren't eligible for an
employer's plan, you may want to compare different policy options for a plan that meets your
needs and fits within your budget.
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MANAGING YOUR MONEY

No matter how much money we have, most people feel they need more. However, more
money isn't always the answer to financial concerns. Better money management can often
help families feel more satisfied with things as they are currently. Everyone knows that we
spend money every day and don't even think about it. We do it and as money leaves our

pocket, wallet, or purse, it is forgotten. We simply do not remember or register what we do
with our funds.

When you stopped for coffee this morning, how much was

the coffee, the muffin, the tax and tip?

If you begin to write your spending in black and white, you
can then begin to understand where the money goes and

whether your decision to spend money in a certain way was
wise.

The enclosed worksheets are designed to allow you to run your life as if it were a business.
Each expense can be given a code number if you like and entered into a simplified
accounting package with or without a computer. If you have access to personal finance
software packages, such as Quicken or Microsoft Money, many types of reports can be

generated but you can use any type of system, or software to make records. For your
purposes, something like a PROFIT 8 LOSS or cash flow STATEMENT would be most
useful.

To understand what you spend, you have to record every single penny you spend, every

single day, and then total those at the end of the month. This will provide you with a monthly
snap shot of how and where you are spending your money. Once you have done that, you

will be able to make significantly better decisions on what is, or is not important to buy, and
where you can begin to save money. Remember, the debt program that we will set you up with
is designed to cut your debt payments at least in half; therefore, every dollar you save is
worth a minimum of twice as much!
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Americans to Take DIY (Do It Yourself) Approach in 2012
By Kate Rogers

IRIDINE%%

Americans plan to apply this new DIY-attitude across the board: to their vacations,
staying in shape and even beauty maintenance. Consumers are also looking to scale
back and save more money this year.

According to the "What's on Your Slate?" survey released Wednesday by JPMorgan's
Chase Card Services, 46% of respondents say they will exercise at home or outdoors
instead of paying for a gym or health club membership. Additionally, 59% plan to
pamper themselves at home rather than visiting a spa or salon this year.

The survey was conducted online by Research Now and surveyed 1,202 people ages

18 and older.

Caryn Kaiser, general manager for Chase Blueprint, says the overall trend of the survey
was "back to basics," as consumers still feel the sting from the recent recession.
"People think, 'I need to keep life simple,'" Kaiser says. "We are seeing that manifest in

everything we do and how we look at life."

Better money management is always a popular New Year's resolution, and according to
the survey, 19% of respondents said managing their finances more effectively is their
top priority in 2012.

Consumer plan to scale back on leisure activities and vacations, with two-thirds of
respondents saying they will be vacationing in the New Year, but 41% will be taking a
road trip to get to the destination to save money. Eighteen percent also said they will be
taking a "stay-cation."

"There's definitely a trend toward needing to slow down," Kaiser says. "There is a notion

of balance and focusing on things that matter."

The survey also found that when it comes to appearance, only 22% report they will
make regular salon visits, and only 2% would use full-service salon packages. Most will
keep up their looks with at-home products like nail polish and self-tanner.

Even for special occasions, 29% say they prefer to celebrate a special occasion with a
home-cooked meal, rather than going out to eat at a restaurant.

Although the economy is making a slow recovery, Kaiser says she think this more frugal
approach will stay around.

"The extent of the do-it-yourself trend permeated every area we were surveying. Some

of that will obviously stick with Americans."
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CONTROLLING YOUR MONEY

To get the most from your income and create proper spending and saving habits, you
and your family need to do the following:

1. Set short-term and long-term goals for yourselves

REACH GOAC
2. Plan spending and saving effectively.

%%LCK TO IT

3. Build financial security by creating a nest egg.
I RK' 'TO W O R K

% L % 'C F L A N

4. Avoid excessive consumption (including but not
limited to unnecessary tax and credit costs).

5. Re-evaluate spending and saving as your conditions change.

Understanding and controlling your spending based on a PLAN can reduce or eliminate
many money concerns and help a family meet their financial needs.

The Plan will not only show you your past income and expenditures, but should also help
you to project into the future to reach goals, build financial security, and avoid spending
too much on things that you may realize are not that important once you take a step
back and take a good look at them. Of course you have to continually go over the Plan
and continue looking for possible ways to increase income or decrease expenditures, to
meet your goals.

You also have to consider and plan for protecting your
assets, avoiding their misuse and making use of
insurance to guard against the risk of loss.

Consider that you can also increase your total real
income by using your time, ability and materials on
hand instead of money whenever possible.

By constantly evaluating, making necessary changes
and following the Plan, your family will be better able to get the most from its money and
take charge of how and what it spends its resources on.

10
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IMPORTANT FACTS

YOU SHOULD KNOW

1. Americans are loaded with credit-card debt.

The average American household with credit card debt has
nearly $15,799 in credit-card debt, according to CreditCard.corn,
and the average interest rate runs in the MID TO HIGH TEENS at any

given time.

2. Some debt is good.

Borrowing for a home or college usually makes good sense. Just make sure you don't borrow more
than you can afford to pay back, and shop around for the best rates, best programs and lowest
yield-spread.

3. Most debt is bad.

Don't use a credit card to pay for things you consume quickly, such as meals and vacations, if you
can't afford to pay off your monthly bill in full in a month or two. There's no faster way to fall into

debt. Instead, put aside some cash each month for these items so you can pay the bill in full. If
there's something you really want, but it's expensive, save for it over a period of weeks or months
before charging it so that you can pay the balance when it's due and avoid interest charges.

4. Get a handle on your spending.

Most people spend thousands of dollars without much thought to what they' re buying. Write down
everything you spend for a month, cut back on things you don't need, and start saving the money
left over or use it to reduce your debt more quickly.

5. Pay off your highest-rate debts first.

The key to getting out of debt efficiently is first to pay down the balances of loans or credit cards
that charge the most interest or transfer the balances on to special offer cards. Once the high 
interest debt is paid down, tackle the next highest, and so on.

6. Don't fall into the minimum trap.

If you just pay the minimum due on credit-card bills, you' ll barely cover the interest you owe, not to
mention none of the principal. It will take you years to pay off your balance, and you will end up
spending thousands of dollars more than the original amount you charged, possibly 2 to 3 times
more!

11
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7. Watch where you borrow.

It may be convenient to borrow against your home or your 401(k) to pay off debt, but it can be
dangerous. You could lose your home or fall short of your investing goals at retirement.

8. Expect the unexpected.

Build a cash cushion worth three months to six months of living expenses in case of an
emergency. If you don't have an emergency fund, a broken furnace or damaged car can seriously
upset your finances.

9. Don't be so quick to pay down your mortgage.

Don't pour all your cash into paying off a mortgage if you have other debt. Mortgages tend to have

lower interest rates than other debt, and you may deduct the interest you pay on the first $1 million
of a mortgage loan. (If your mortgage has a high rate and you want to lower your monthly
payments, consider refinancing.)

10. Get help as soon as you need it.

If you have more debt than you can manage, get help before your debt breaks your back.

This is why debt management professionals exist. Their goal is to help you find relief from your
financial woes in a way that makes sense for both your budget and your creditor's needs.

12
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Kee in Track of Your S endin

Because budgeting is forecasting for a short period 
typically one year — you must keep detailed spending
records to record the actual amounts spent on various
budgeted items.

Determine the best method for keeping track of your
spending. A workable spending plan requires the keeping of
records. Select a format that best suits your needs and
lifestyle. Many families determine that a prepared form is too
inflexible for their record keeping needs. The prepared forms
we include are only guides and include items spent by
typical families, but the prepared forms might simply be used
as a starting point for designing your own form that works
better. If you start by outlining a rough draft of your family
expenditures, you may be better able to determine if you can
use our forms or need something less elaborate.

Computer budget generators and record-keeping systems
are becoming a popular option. Software programs such as Quicken, QuickBooks® or Money can be
purchased or you may want to design a spreadsheet of your own (you can use any spreadsheet

program, including free or almost-free software found online for this). One advantage of keeping
computer-based records instead of handwritten records is that data can be stored and retrieved almost
instantaneously. Records can then be printed out quickly and comparisons can be easily calculated.

Someone desiring a very simple and convenient record-keeping system may want to take a look at a
recordkeeping system which makes use of a check register to track spending. The number of
classifications required to record income and expenses will vary with each individual and family. A
basic budget may have as few as 12 classifications, which may work for some. The right number of
classifications for your family depends on your own particular situation. Be very careful about putting a
large number of items under "miscellaneous." You will quickly lose track of your spending habits if you
do so.

What time frame should a budget cover? Most families develop an annual budget to plan income and
expenses, plus guidelines for monthly spending. Using a set time period will make record keeping an
easier habit to develop.

FINANCIAL STATEMENTS can be prepared more easily if accurate monthly records are kept. A
monthly summary will help you pinpoint patterns of overspending in certain categories. The items in
these categories can then be discussed and Adjustments to the budget, or to family spending, can be
made.

13
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Evaluatin Your Famil S endin

Evaluating your family budget allows you to compare actual amounts with the planned amounts to
see where you are in the budgeting process. The more frequently you make such checks, the
better the overview of your progress in reaching both long-term and short-term goals. Making
necessary adjustments will make your goals more realistic and attainable.

Evaluation is a continual process. No one budget will be the perfect budget. The budgeting process
might be referred to as a financial map: you need to determine where you are going (set goals); to
plan your route (budget); and to make adjustments along the way (evaluate).

Effective Planning

In order for the budget to work well, it must be realistic. This means you must
determine realistic estimates for both income and expenses, realizing that there are
often conflicting needs and wants within the family, and that external factors can
affect your budget. Some of the factors you need to consider when developing your
budget are:

Inflation and economic conditions (fluctuations in the consumer price index, interest
rates, taxes)

Personal spending style (rate, patterns of spending, conflict of styles within the family)

Opportunity cost (the cost of giving up one option for another reflects personal tastes
and preferences). Revision of your original estimates is often necessary and can help in
identifying your family's priorities.

Suggestions

The following suggestions can help in getting the most for your family's money:

be realistic about needs, demands and what the family can afford. Plan and purchase
basic essentials first.

Establish a habit of planning ahead for long and short-term goals.

Become informed about the market situation, availability and prices of products,
including seasonal values.

Practice sound shopping habits and try to get the best buy. Always "buy," never "be
sold" items. Make a habit of doing pre-shopping research. Consider for instance, that

warehouse stores may offer value but require you to buy much greater quantities than

you can use, thereby negating any saving.

14
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Use and care for goods to get the maximum service with a minimum of repairs and
maintenance costs.

Use ability, talent and time to perform as many services as possible at home rather than
buying these services.

Use credit wisely and keep credit costs to a minimum.

Keep accurate records and avoid overpayment of income taxes.

don't become addicted to such items as labels, prestige stores, specialty shops and
gimmicks. Evaluate quality of product as well as price.

Take advantage of public parks, libraries and services and use them when
advantageous.

be alert to fraud and exercise consumer rights and responsibilities in the selection,
purchase and use of goods and services. It is estimated that the average consumer
loses 5% of their income due to unwise consumer habits.

Study habits of family members. Identify and eliminate waste such as buying
convenience or luxury items or overbuying in quantities. Avoid spending on impulse,
misusing goods and discarding useful items. Keep accurate records of how money is
used. Periodically, maybe quarterly, evaluate your progress in using money, and make
adjustments.

stop overspend ing

15
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Countin o ur s endin

Being in charge of spending involves always knowing how much is being spent and on what
items. This is where a good system of record keeping makes the largest impact. There are
several methods for keeping track of spending. The methods noted below are a few
examples of the most popular.

Receipt Method: All family members save receipts from all purchases. A container for
receipts is placed where it is easily accessible to all members, for example, on the
refrigerator. Receipts are totaled on a regular basis, typically weekly.

Envelope Method: This is a cash system that allows each family member to see how much
money is available in a budget category or each envelope. It requires very little paperwork
since expenditures are simply recorded on the envelope. Receipts can also be kept in the
envelope. One disadvantage of this system is that it does require keeping larger amounts of
cash around the house, which could become a security problem.

Checkbook Method: This is a record-keeping method where each expense is paid by check

and recorded immediately, and the balance is kept up to date. Many families choose this
type of system. Investigate the many types of checking accounts available to best meet your
needs. This method is most compatible with some computer programs you can buy.

Account Method: This is the method preferred by those who choose to keep a detailed daily
record. Usually the record-keeping task is assigned to one family member, but all family
members should understand the system and help keep receipts. This method also assists in
keeping accurate records for tax purposes.

Two distinctly different methods of recording finances are possible:

• Cash basis accounting involves listing earnings and expenditures when money is actually received or
paid out.

• Accrual basis accounting requires listing earnings and expenditures when the money is earned and
expenditures are incurred, regardless of when the money is actually received or paid.

For example, if you made a charge account purchase and used cash basis accounting you would record

the purchase when the card payment was made. If you used accrual basis accounting you would record
the purchase at the time of purchase. Oftentimes "credit card payment" simply doesn't tell you what you
spent money on, you need more detail.

You might decide that no single method of keeping track of your family spending works best for your
family's situation. Choose the method or combination of methods that's the best fit for your family record
keeping and budget needs and will also be easy to use.

16
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THE FALSE TRUTH — MEDIA AND YOUR MONEY

The following article is an example of how the media distorts the truth in the news to make
a negative topic such as a rise in consumer spending, appear as if it is the answer to all of
our prayers and the solution to a fledgling economy.

Consumer borrowin climbs savin s decline
Positive economic news is credited with rom tin A mericans to take on more debt
BY MARTIN CRUTSINGER

The Associated Pvess

Published: Tuesday, Jan 10, 2012

WASHINGTON Ame r icans are feeling confident enough in the economy to go back to a time-honored tradition

taking on a little extra debt.

Consumer borrowing surged in November by $20.4 billion, the Federal Reserve said Monday. It was the third straight
increase and the largest monthly gain in a decade.

The jump in borrowing was largely because people took out more loans to purchase cars and swiped their credit cards

frequently to buy holiday gifts.

In November, total consumer borrowing rose to seasonally adjusted $2.48 trillion. That's nearly at prerecession levels
and up from a post recession low point of $2.39 trillion reached in September 2010. Borrowing had tumbled for more

than two years during and immediately after the recession.

Since then, consumers have increased their borrowing in 13 of the past 14 months. Americans are taking on more debt
after seeing the unemployment rate drop and the economy improve, albeit modestly. Many also are leaning on their
credit cards and loans to make up for wages that haven't kept pace with inflation this year.

Holiday sales were solid in November, and the U.S. auto industry had its two best sales months for the year in

November and December. The Fed's credit report appeared to reflect those sales.

The category that measures credit card debt rose in November by $5.6 billion, the most since March 2008. The gauge
that tracks auto loans and student loans increased $14.8 billion, nearly matching July's gain that was the biggest since

February 2005.

Sung Won Sohn, an economics professor at the Martin Smith School of Business at California State University, said
many consumers probably were persuaded by incentives that retailers and auto dealers offered to boost sales.

Still, Paul Edelstein, director of financial economics at IHS Global Insight, expressed concern that consumers may

have relied on their credit cards to finance holiday purchases.

The rise in borrowing comes, as many consumers are seeing little to no growth in their paychecks. Inflation-adjusted,
after-tax incomes shrank by nearly 2 percent in the July-September period.

To make up the difference, many consumers have reduced the amount they save. The savings rate fell in November to

3.5 percent — the lowest level since the recession began.
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IMPORTANT STATISTICS

ON CONSUMER DEBT

Total U.S. revolving debt (98 percent of which is made up of credit card debt): $793.1
billion, as of May 2011 (Source: Federal Reserve's G.19 re ort on consumer credit, July
2011)

Total U.S. consumer debt: $2.43 trillion, as of May 2011 (Source: Federal Reserve's G.19
report on consumer credit, July 2011)

Average credit card debt per household with credit card debt: $15,799"

Total U.S. consumer debt (which includes credit card debt and noncredit-card debt but
not mortgage debt) reached $2.45 trillion at the end of 2009. (Source: Federal Reserve's
G.19 report, March 2010)

Total U.S. consumer revolving debt fell to $866 billion at the end of 2009; about 98
percent of that debt was credit card debt. (Source: Federal Reserve's G.19 report, March
2010)

About 56 percent of consumers carried an unpaid balance in the past 12 months.

(Source: "The Survey of Consumer Payment Choice," Federal Reserve Bank of Boston,
January 2010)

26 percent of Americans said their unpaid balances had gotten "higher" or "much
higher." (Source: "The Survey of Consumer Payment Choice," Federal Reserve Bank of
Boston, January 2010)

• Slightly more than half of Americans — 51 percent — said that in the past 12 months,
they carried over a balance and was charged interest on a credit card. (Source:
"Financial Capability in the United States," FINRA Investor Education Foundation, December

2009)

As of March 2009, U.S. revolving consumer debt, made up almost entirely of credit card
debt, was about $950 Billion. In the fourth quarter of 2008, 13.9 percent of consumer
disposable income went to service this debt. (Source: U.S. Congress' Joint Economic
Committee, "Vicious Cycle: How Unfair Credit Card Company Practices Are Squeezing

Consumers and Undermining the Recovery," May 2009)

"As household wealth has declined in the downturn, more American families are facing

financial distress due to high debt burdens. In 2007, before the recession began, 14.7
percent of U.S. families had debt exceeding 40 percent of their income." (Source: U.S.
Congress' Joint Economic Committee, "Vicious Cycle: How Unfair Credit Card Company
Practices Are Squeezing Consumers and Undermining the Recovery," May 2009)
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• In 2007, the average balance for those carrying a balance rose 30.4 percent, to $7,300.
Meanwhile, the median balance — meaning half owe more and half owe less — for those
carrying a balance rose 25.0 percent, to $3,000. These increases followed slower
changes over the preceding three years, when the median increased 9.1 percent and
the average climbed 16.7 percent. (Source: Federal Reserve Survey of Consumer
Finances, February 2009)

• Balances on bankcards accounted for 87.1 percent of outstanding credit card balances
in 2007, up from 84.9 percent in 2004. (Source: Federal Reserve Survey, February 2009)

• The average American with a credit file is responsible for $16,635 in debt, excluding
mortgages, according to Experian. (Source: U.S. News and World Report, "The End of
Credit Card Consumerism," August 2008)

The typical consumer has access to approximately

$19,000 on all credit cards combined. More than half of /THV
'A • 10

all people with credit cards are using less than 30
percent of their total credit card limit. Just over one in
seven is using 80 percent or more of their credit card
limit. (Source: myfico.corn)

The average college graduate has nearly $20,000 in
debt; average credit card debt has increased 47 percent between 1989 and 2004 for 25 
to 34-year-olds and 11 percent for 18-to 24-year-olds. Nearly one in five 18-to 24-year 
olds is in "debt hardship," up from 12 percent in 1989. (Source: Demos.org, "The
Economic State of Young America," May 2008)

The average credit card-indebted family in 2004 allocated 21 percent of its income to
servicing monthly debt compared to the 13 percent dedicated to debt payments among
all households. (Source: Demos.org, "Borrowing To Make Ends Meet," November 2007)

• In 2007, the average balance for those carrying a balance rose 30.4 percent, to $7,300.
Meanwhile, the median balance — meaning half owe more and half owe less — for those
carrying a balance rose 25.0 percent, to $3,000. These increases followed slower
changes over the preceding three years, when the median increased 9.1 percent and
the average climbed 16.7 percent. (Source: Federal Reserve Survey of Consumer
Finances, February 2009)

Compare credit cards here - CreditCards.com
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SETTING UP A PLAN

No one can tell you how to use your money. No one can tell
you what your lifestyle should be, but you have to have a plan
as to how you are going to spend your income.

If you use a family plan, everyone has to work as a team, even
your young children. Consequently, talking with each other all
the time is necessary so that individual differences can be
heard and common goals can be identified. Each member must
then practice controlled spending in order to stick to the plan. If
one person doesn't follow the Plan, everyone will suffer.

We suggest that at the outset an amount be set-aside for each person to use as a personal
allowance (including children as young as ages 5 or 6). This allowance should simply be a set
amount in your plan and individuals do not have to account for how they spend their allowance.
This may eliminate some conflicts and avoid disputes over small amounts.

It is important that record keeping be kept simple. Records are helpful and keeping them should
not feel like a burden. Designate a family member, who enjoys record keeping, to be in charge
of these records, but everyone has the responsibility to know what records to keep track of, and
where the complete set of family records can be found at all times.

It is important to set and reach financial goals. A long-term financial plan will help you to reach
your long-term goals and give you a focus for your short-term goals. This plan will vary from
individual to individual but generally most financial advisors give the same advice. Once you are
successfully following your plan you may want to consider giving back through donations or
volunteering.

1. Budget Successfully
In order to truly manage your money you should have a working budget for each month. A
budget allows you to give each dollar you make a purpose. It puts you in control of your money.
It lets you track your spending and helps to measure whether or not you are meeting your
financial goals. Although a budget may seem like a lot of work or too basic when you think
about creating a long term financial plan, it is key to real, lasting financial success.

2. Eliminate Your Debt
The second step is to get out of debt. This is important because it does
not make sense to save or invest money when you are paying a higher

interest rate on the money that you owe to others. Getting out of debt
takes discipline, but it is possible. If you have a lot of debt you will need
to drastically cut your spending and increase your earnings in order to
pay the debt off more quickly. You should include of all of your debt in
this except for your first mortgage on your home.
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3. Build an Emergency Fund
Once you are out of debt you should build an emergency fund of
six months of expenses that you leave in the bank. This cushion
will allow you to leave your investments alone in case you fall on
hard times. It should only be used for real emergencies such as a
job loss, and it is set up to protect your investments and
retirement savings. If you dip into your emergency fund you
should focus on bringing it back up to the full amount as quickly
as possible.

4. Save for Retirement
After you have done that you should work towards building your
retirement and investing savings. Many financial advisors, such as
Dave Ramsey, recommend putting fifteen percent of your gross
income into retirement each year. However if you have specific
retirement goals you may need to increase this amount. You should
talk to a financial planner who can help you determine the amount
you need to be able to retire comfortably. You can use your 401(k)
at work as part of your plan, but you should also use a Roth IRA
and other investment tools to increase your investments.

5. Invest and Diversify
Once you match out your eligibility on your retirement accounts
you can use other tools such as mutual funds or real estate to
increase your investment portfolio. It is important to diversify
your types of investments. If you are consistent and careful
with your investments you will reach a point when your
investments generate more income than you do. This is a good
thing and you should have this in place by the time you retire.
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Definin Goals

Often, MONEY INCOME is confused with REAL INCOME and PSYCHOLOGICAL INCOME.
While money income is the actual income in dollars and cents, real income is the total goods
and services that income will buy. If you are careful and smart, you can use sound buying
habits to achieve greater real income from your money income.

Psychological income, on the other hand is the amount of satisfaction one receives from

purchased goods and services. Ultimately, psychological income satisfaction is most important.
You only get that satisfaction when you set goals and manage your money to meet those goals.

Effective money management depends on the ways a family chooses to meet its goals. Think
about where your family is today and where it wants to be in five to ten years. You have to plan

d . I i « ly i p i d ~ if g I . A
circumstances change, and as individuals and the family go through various stages of their
lives, the family's goals, timetable, and spending plan will need to be updated.

Because every individual decision impacts your ability to meet your goals, the whole family
should be a part of the budgeting process. We suggest that you make a regular set time for a
family discussion on the budgeting process.

The objective of the plan is to help the family reach its goals, not to make the family follow strict
rules. Don't get discouraged if the first plan doesn't work. Keep reworking the plan to fit your
family's changing needs and desires. Set a period to revisit the spending plan to see if it' s
working.

Long-term goals and objectives can give overall direction to your financial planning. These

goals are usually set for five to 10 years into the future. Stock investments, college funds, or a
down payment on a house are examples of long-term goals.

Keep in mind that many factors will influence these plans. Be willing to be flexible and make
adjustments as needed. Intermediate goals should be obtainable within one to three years. A
dream vacation or a new kitchen may be intermediate goals. Short-term goals are those
attainable in the next three months to one year, such as buying a new appliance or winter
coats.

Both intermediate and short-term goals are often a part of a long-term

goal. For example, a long-term goal of saving for a college education
may be broken down into annual goals of saving $500 for each child
in a college fund. When writing your intermediate and short-term
goals, be very specific about time periods and dollar amounts so that
you can easily measure your progress in achieving your long-term
goal.
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WHAT YOUR FINANCIAL CONSULTANT CAN DO FOR YOU

A Financial Consultant is someone who provides guidance to individuals on their
financial situation. We assess the needs of the individual and offer guidance on a case 
by-case basis. We also use our expertise in debt management, home loans, car loans,
debt settlement, tax settlement and money management to develop financial plans hand
in hand with our clients to handle their debt.

Financial Consultants compile clients' information in order to determine their assets,
liabilities, cash flow, tax status and financial objectives. We then analyze this information
and develop a financial plan customized to each client's needs.

CF 2862ppg98
F6

Financial Consultants help clients in the process of solving financial problems and
achieving financial goals by developing and implementing a personalized plan. ln order
to be effective, this plan must take into consideration an individual's overall picture. lt
must be comprehensive, coordinated, and continuous. A true financial plan does not
focus on just one aspect of life, but instead seeks to take all areas into consideration
when making financial decisions.

A Financial Consultant has a responsibility to not just help the client to solve their
financial woes but to educate the client on how not to encounter these same problems
again in the future.
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UNDERSTANDING CREDIT

How Credit Scores Work
By Lee Ann Obringer

We depend on credit for so many important things in life — whether it's for buying a car, house
or computer or getting a student loan. A three-digit number — your credit score — can determine
whether you can do these things and even how much it will cost you.

How can a simple number determine whether you can buy a house or car? If you' ve read How
Credit Reports Work, you know that your credit report contains a history of how you' ve paid
your bills, how much open credit you have, and anything else that would affect your
creditworthiness. Your credit score boils down all of that information to a three-digit number.
Using the credit score, lenders can predict with some accuracy how likely the borrower is to
repay a loan and make payments on time. It's how electronics and department stores can offer
instant credit.

This incredibly important number, which affects how much you pay for credit, insurance and
other life necessities, used to be hidden from consumers. Until recently, only lenders and other
businesses that used the score could access it. Fair Isaac and Company, which developed the
score, felt that the score would only confuse consumers since there was nothing to tell them
what it meant or what lenders were looking for.

In 2001, however, all of this changed due to pressure from the U.S. Congress and industry and
consumer groups. Now you can view your credit score — for a fee — from credit reporting
agencies and credit monitoring services.

But to help us understand that number and ultimately know how to improve it, we' ll need to find
out how it's calculated.

Source: Obringer, Lee Ann. "How Credit Scores Work" 16 July 2002. HowStuffWorks.corn.
<http: //money.howstuffworks.corn/personal-finance/debt-management/credit-score.htm> 05 November 2010.
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How Credit Scores Work
By Lee Ann Obringer

Credit Score Breakdown

Your credit score is calculated by weighing information in your credit report.

Although there are several scoring methods, most lenders use the FICO method from Fair
Isaac Corporation. Each of the three major credit bureaus (Experian, Equifax and TransUnion)
worked with Fair Isaac in the early 1980s to come up with the scoring method.

A credit score is determined much like a grade in school. Consider how a teacher calculates
grades by taking scores from tests, homework, attendance and anything else they want to use,
weighing each one according to importance to come up with a final, single-number score. It' s
the same for a credit score. But instead of using the scores from pop quizzes and papers, it
uses the information in your credit report.

The number ranges from 300 to 850. Although the exact formula for calculating the score is
proprietary information and owned by Fair Isaac, here's an approximate breakdown of how it is
determined:

35 percent of the score is based on your payment history. This makes sense
since one of the primary reasons a lender wants to see the score is to find out if
(and how promptly) you pay your bills. The score is affected by how many bills
have been paid late, how many were sent out for collection and any bankruptcies.
When these things happened also comes into play. The more recent, the worse it
will be for your overall score.

30 percent of the score is based on outstanding debt. How much do you owe on

car or home loans? How many credit cards do you have that are at their credit
limits? The more cards you have at their limits, the lower your score will be. The
rule of thumb is to keep your card balances at 25 percent or less of their limits.

15 percent of the score is based on the length of time you' ve had credit. The
longer you' ve had established credit, the better it is for your overall credit score.
Why? Because more information about your past payment history gives a more
accurate prediction of your future actions.

10 percent of the score is based on new credit. Opening new credit accounts will
negatively affect your score for a short time. This category also penalizes hard
inquiries on your credit in the past year. Hard inquiries are those you' ve given
lenders permission for, as opposed to soft inquiries, which include looking at
your own score and have no effect on the score. However, the score interprets
several hard inquiries within a short amount of time as one to account for the way
people shop around for the best deals on a loan.
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• 10 percent of the score is based on the types of credit you currently have. It will
help your score to show that you have had experience with several different
kinds of credit accounts, such as revolving credit accounts and installment loans.
This information is compared to the credit performance of other consumers with
similar histories and profiles. The three major credit bureaus each have their own
version of the credit score, all of which are based on the original Fair Isaac
scoring method.

Equifax has the BEACON system, TransUnion has the classic FICO Risk Score system, and
Experian has the Experian/Fair Isaac RISK system. Some lenders also have their own scoring
methods, which may include information such as your income or how long you' ve been at the
same job.

Consider this pie chart (right), which illustrates the relationship between credit scores and
interest rates:

Credit Score Interest Rate

Although the score has a big impact, keep in mind that there are other factors that influence the
interest rate you get for a loan besides your credit score. These might include things like the
type of property you are using the loan to buy, how much of your own money or equity is going
into it, the costs the lender pays to make the loan and so on.

In addition to banks and lenders, there are landlords, merchants, employers and insurance
companies jumping on the credit score bandwagon. Of all of these, the fact that credit scores
are determining insurance rates is causing consumers the most alarm. To most, it seems that
your credit history and your driving record have little in common. Insurers, on the other hand,
have found that credit scores help them predict how likely someone is to file claims.

The rule of thumb is the lower the score, the higher the likelihood of filing claims. They don't use
the same score that banks and lenders use, however. They use a slightly different formula for
their calculations and actually call it an insurance score.
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Insurers' use of credit histories to determine rates is under scrutiny nationwide. Many states are

passing laws restricting this practice. In a few states, insurance companies can't make
decisions based solely on credit. In some others, if an insurance company makes a decision
that negatively affects your policy based on your credit, it must disclose to you the reasons
behind the decision [source: CreditlnfoCenter].

Another practice that particularly upsets consumers has to do with credit card companies' policy
of universal default. Although we' ve already learned how a credit score can determine your
interest rate, in the case of credit cards, your interest rate can change at the drop of a hat — or
rather, at a drop in your score. Even if you always pay your credit card bill on time, if you default
on a completely separate loan, the interest on your credit card debt could rise dramatically.

What Impacts Your FICO Score' ?

15.00'.4

. Ixrtri • paytttertt Htstpry

• Outstanding Bat ant el s)
10.00 a

• CredIt History

• Types of Credit

30.IXrts • NesNCredit Cards

Note: The information included in this diagram is not factual; it is simply an illustration of what factors may be involved in the
determination of your credit score. 1st United Consultants does not represent that your credit score is impacted by the factors listed

herein.

How to Get Your Free Credit Score

You can receive a free credit score and credit report from each of the three major credit reporting bureaus
once each year, or any time you are turned down for credit, a loan, insurance, or a job, or if you receive

public assistance.

The three bureaus are:

Equifax Customer Information TransUnion Corporation Experian National Consumer

Service Center P.O. Box 1000 Assistance Center

P.O. Box 740241 Chester, PA 19022 P.O. Box 2104
Atlanta,GA 800-916-8800 Allen, TX 75013

30374866-322-3162 htt://www.transunion.com/ htt://www.ex erian.com/

htt s://www.e uifax.com/
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DISSECTING YOUR CREDIT REPORT

Use Internet sites such as www.annualcreditre ort.com to obtain your free credit report:

TO USE WWW.ANNUALCREDITREPORT.COM FOLLOW THESE SIMPLE STEPS:

1. Open your web browser program and type www.annualcreditre ort.com in the address

bar

2. Click on the drop down menu to select your state and then click "request report"

3. Fill in all of your information and click on the "continue" tab

4. Select on one or more of the credit bureaus (Experian, Equifax, TransUnion)

5. On the following page click the "next" tab

6. Follow prompts

7. Answer security questions or create a username and password

8. Pull up credit reports and either print the documents or "save as" to save to your

computer

AnnualCreditRe o r t ~& I S K R

ss . • s+s https:/!www.annualcreditreport.comycrayindexisp P

I j+„AnnualCreditpeport Page SVF Tools

A nnua ICred i t Re po r t . c o r n

IItfi;

b AnnuslcisditRsport corn b Frequently Asked Questions b Contact us F About us F Fraud Alert

* *

R eques t y o u r f r e e a n nu a l c r e d i t r e p o r t .
It's QUICK, EASY and SE C U R E . T his cent ra l s i te a l l ows yo u t o

request a fr e e c r e d i t f i l e d i s c l o s u r e ,
ccmmonly ca l led a c r ed i t r epo r t ,

STAR T H E R E t o v i e w an d pr int once every 12 months from each of
the nationwide consumer credit

y our credit re p or t n o w . r epcrt ing c c m p a n i es : E q u i f ax ,

E xper ian an d T r a n s u in io n .

Select Your State A nnualCre d i t Re p o r t . corn is t h e
o fficia l s i te t o h e l p c o n s u m e r s%$
t o ob t a i n th e i r f r e e cr e d i t

repor t .

F ight ident i tv t h e f t b y m o n i t o r ing an d r e ta e w ing y o u r c r e d i t r e p o r t . You m a v r e q u e s t y o u r
free c r e d i t r e p o r t o n l i n e , re u e st ou r re ort b h o ne or re u est o u r r e o rt th ro u h We guard your privacy.
t he m a i l . F re e c r e d i t r e p o r t s r e q u e t e d o nl i n e a r e v i e w a b l e i m m ed i a t e l v u p o n P lea e b e a w a r e c f h o w y o u a r r i v e d
a uthent icat ion o f i d e n t i ty . F ree c r e d i t r e p o r t s r e q u e t e d b y p h o n e o r m a i l w i l l b e a t this i t e . T o e n s u r e t ha t y o u a r e
p rocessed w i t h in 19 d a y s o f r e c e i v ing y o u r r e q u e t . v isit ing t h e l eg i t i m a t e s i t e , t y p e

htt s ww w annualcreditre ort com

' This site is s p onsored by : d irectly into th e a d d r e s s ba r o n y o u r
b rowser . You w i l l n e ve r r e c e iv e a n

e mail d i rec t ly f r o m t h e A n n u a l
C redi t R e p o r t R e qu e s t S e r v i c e .

For further
.-:: Experian EQVIFAX i nforma t i on

o l oo t vorisisn
plea e rea d

Tran s Union. s
t he Secur i t y

v so i o v
Policy.

R 2009 C e n t ra l S o u rce LLC
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UNDERSTANDING CREDIT CARD DEBT

Credit cards are certainly among the highest priced financial products that consumers can
make full use of. Via high interest rates and multiple fees that are related using the cards,
increasingly more people find that they are getting into massive amounts of debt, all because of
credit card use. This is why one must truly understand how this service works before falling into
this dangerous trap.

The truth is, as most of us know, there are numerous charges that are linked with these cards.
It's essential to not only be mindful of these charges but to avoid these charges in relation to

your credit cards to prevent debt. Ensuring that you simply don't go over the credit limit and
prevent cash advances on the cards can be an efficient way to reduce the fees which are
associated using the credit card, as these are two of the costliest fees that are available. Did I
say stay away from cash advances? The banks or credit cards providers make it very simple to
do cash advances on the credit cards so please be very careful.

Carrying a balance from month to month is an additional huge expense that comes from the
card. Having a balance from month to another causes interest to accumulate on your card and
does not permit you to take advantage of the grace period that's accessible via the card. How
does shopping and paying off the card within the grace period help you save money? Shopping
within the grace period of the credit card allows you to save money via purchases that are
made and repaid within 21, to 28 days of the purchase, depending on the bank or company. Via
this time, there are no interest charges or charges which are created to the card and
consequently

Understanding about the card charges can be simple. You can contact the credit card company

with any questions regarding the contract, but you' re also able to read the fine print that is

associated using the contract. This can be an effective way to make sure that you' re not just

aware of the fees, but you are mindful in any potential changes, which could be made inside the

credit card contract.

Knowing the fees and cost, the true costs, is the only way to ensure that you' re able to make
the most of the card and avoid and reduce the debt linked with them.
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NEW CREDIT CARD LAWS

What the new credit card law means for you

Final batch of consumer protections took effect Aug. 22, 2010 -A%
By Connie Prater

Source: htt : w ww . c reditcards.com credit-card-news hei w h a t - the-new-credit-card-rules-mean-6000. h WATEII IIIIT+
Foa NEe Tan!

Credit card users can expect the most dramatic changes in credit terms, interest rates and fees
in decades now that a new federal credit card law has gone into effect. ha • la l a l a a ha h
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The new normal for credit cards is more transparency and easier-to-understand terms, but at a P DIM

higher upfront cost. Credit card issuers and credit industry analysts say the credit card reform v
~
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law could make credit cards more costly for all users and inaccessible for many low-income M slna whu h ~ hs
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families and people with bad credit. The law likely means the return of routine annual fees, 4 w 4 avw sasv a lees
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fewer rewards cards and the possibility that credit card bills could be payable immediately rather I sasd 0 s as I ~ a w I I a
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President Obama signed the Credit CARD Act of 2009 into law May 22, 2009, following
passage days earlier in the Senate and the I ttdta u t a t w l a ta sa a t Shhyasau t a

House.
+ +

What does the credit card law mean for cardholders? Millions of credit card users will avoid
retroactive interest rate increases on existing card balances and have more time to pay their
monthly bills, greater advance notice of changes in credit card terms and the right to opt out of
significant changes in terms on their accounts. That will take the surprise out ofngotchas fine • NDIM I ldl hl • v e

at NW a vea' 4 lv w « 'v w arv w
print and give consumers time to shop around for better deals if they don't like the new terms. I l l • • aw a v .4 4 In
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The new requirements were phased in over a 15- month period. The first batch of new credit 4 csea u wv
Ia va

card protections took effect Aug. 20, 2009, and the majority of provisions started on Feb. wv a

22, 2010, while the final batch began Aug. 22, 2010.

The Federal Reserve issued rules and detailed guidelines for implementing each phase of the new credit card law. The law has fundamentally
changed the way credit card issuers market, bill and advertise credit cards.

Here are the highlights of the credit card law:

Limited interest rate hikes: Interest rate hikes on existing balances are allowed only under limited conditions, such as when a promotional
rate ends, there is a variable rate or if the cardholder makes a late payment. Interest rates on new transactions can increase only after the first
year. Significant changes in terms on accounts cannot occur without 45 days' advance notice of the change.

Limited universal default: "Universal default," the practice of raising interest rates on customers based on their payment records with other
unrelated credit issuers (such as utility companies and other creditors), has ended for existing credit card balances. Card issuers are still
allowed to use universal default on future credit card balances if they give at least 45 days' advance notice of the change.

The right to opt out: Consumers now have the right to opt out of — or reject — certain significant changes in terms on their accounts. Opting
out means cardholders agree to close their accounts and pay off the balance under the old terms. They have at least five years to pay the
balance.

Limited credit to young adults: Credit card issuers are banned from issuing credit cards to anyone under 21, unless they have adult co 
signers on the accounts or can show proof they have enough income to repay the card debt. Credit card companies must stay at least 1,000
feet from college campuses if they are offering free pizza or other gifts to entice students to apply for credit cards.

More time to pay monthly bills: Under the credit card law, issuers have to give card account holderssa reasonable amount of time" to make
payments on monthly bills. That means payments are due at least 21 days after they are mailed or delivered. Consumers have complained
about due dates that change without notice or are moved up, giving them less time to pay their bills and increasing the likelihood of late fees.
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Clearer due dates and times: Credit card issuers are no longer able to set early morning or other arbitrary deadlines for payments. Cut off
times set before 5 p.m. on the payment due dates are illegal under the new credit card law. Payments due at those times or on weekends,
holidays or when the card issuer is closed for business are not subject to late fees.

Highest interest balances paid first: When consumers have accounts that carry different interest rates for different types of purchases (i.e.,
cash advances, regular purchases, balance transfers or ATM withdrawals), payments in excess of the minimum amount due must go to
balances with higher interest rates first. Common practice in the industry had been to apply all amounts over the minimum monthly payments to
the lowest-interest balances first — thus extending the time it takes to pay off higher-interest rate balances.

Limits on over-limit fees: Consumers must "opt in" to over-limit fees. Those who opt out would have their transactions rejected if they exceed
their credit limits, thus avoiding over-limit fees. Fees cannot exceed the amount of overspending. For example, going
$20 over the limit cannot have a fee of more than $20.

No more double-cycle billing: Finance charges on outstanding credit card balances must now be computed based on purchases made in the
current cycle rather than going back to the previous billing cycle to calculate interest charges. So-called two-cycle or double-cycle billing hurts
consumers who pay off their balances, because they are hit with finance charges from the previous cycle even though they have paid the bill in
full.

Subprime credit cards for people with bad credit People who get subprime credit cards and are charged account-opening fees that eat up
their available balances get some relief under the new credit card law. These upfront fees cannot exceed 25 percent of the available credit limit
in the first year of the card. Instead of charging high upfront fees, some issuers are considering high interest rates on these high credit risk
accounts.

Minimum payments: Credit card issuers must disclose to cardholders the consequences of making only minimum payments each month,
namely how long it would take to pay off the entire balance if users only made the minimum monthly payment. Issuers must also provide
information on how much users must pay each month if they want to pay off their balances in 36 months, including the amount of interest.

Late fee restrictions: Late fees are capped at $25 for occasional late payments; however, the fees can be higher if cardholders are late more
than once in a six-month period.

Gift cards: Gift cards cannot expire sooner than five years after they are issued. Dormancy fees can only be charged if the card is unused for
12 months or more. Issuers can charge only one fee per month, but there is no limit on the amount of the fee.

Law doesn't cover everything
Consumers should take note: Although the reforms are the most dramatic changes in credit card laws in decades, they do not protect card
users from everything. Issuers can still raise interest rates on future card purchases and there is no cap on how high interest rates can go.
Business and corporate credit cards also are not covered by the protections in the CARD Act. If credit card accounts are based on variable
APRs (as the majority now are), interest rates can increase as the prime rate goes up. Credit card companies can also continue to close
accounts and slash credit limits abruptly, without giving cardholders advance warning. Many banks are already finding ways around the law and
launching new fees not specifically banned by the credit card reform law.
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MORTGAG ES

How Mortgages Work
By Lee Ann Obringer and Dave Roos

Source Obringer, Lee Ann, and Dave Roon "How Mortgages Work" 08 October 2002. HowStuffWorks corn. <http //home.howstuffworks corn/reabestate/mortgage htm> 12 November 2010

Buying a home is the embodiment of the American dream. However, that wasn't always the case: In fact, before the
1930s, only four in 10 American families owned a home. That's because very few people had enough cash to buy a home in
one lump sum. And until the 1930s, there was no such thing as a bank loan specifically designed to purchase a home,
something we now know as a mortgage.

In simple terms, a mortgage is a loan in which your house functions as the collateral. The bank or mortgage lender loans you
a large chunk of money (typically 80 percent of the price of the home), which you must pay back — with interest — over a set
period of time. If you fail to pay back the loan, the lender can take your home through a legal process known as foreclosure.

For decades, the only type of mortgage available was a fixed-interest loan repaid over 30 years. It offers the stability of regular
— and relatively low — monthly payments. In the 1980s came adjustable rate mortgages (ARMs), loans with an even lower
initial interest rate that adjusts or "resets" every year for the life of the mortgage. At the peak of the recent housing boom, when
lenders were trying to squeeze even unqualified borrowers into a mortgage, they began offering "creative" ARMs with shorter
reset periods, tantalizingly low "teaser" rates and no limits on rate increases.

When you couple bad loans with a bad economy, you get rampant foreclosures. Since 2007, more than 250,000
Americans have entered foreclosure proceedings every month [source: Levy]. Now those foreclosures are turning into full-on
repossessions, which are expected to reach 1 million homes in 2010 [source: Veiga].

Looking back at the flood of foreclosures since the housing crash, it's clear that many borrowers didn't fully understand the
terms of the mortgages they signed. According to one study, 35 percent of ARM borrowers did not know if there was a cap on
how much their interest rate could rise [source: Pence]. This is why it's essential to understand the terms of your mortgage,
particularly the piffalls of "nontraditional" loans.

In this article, we' ll look at each of the many different types of mortgages, explain all of those confusing terms like escrow and
amortization, and break down the hidden costs, taxes and fees that can add up each month. We' ll start with the most basic
question: What is a mortgage?

In legal terms, a mortgage is "the pledging of property to a creditor as secunty for the
payment of a debt" [source: YourDictionary.corn]. In plain English, a mortgage is a
loan. For many people, it's the biggest loan they will ever borrow. With a regular loan,
there's no explicit collateral. The lender looks at your credit history, your income and
your savings, and determines if you' re a good risk. With a mortgage, the collateral for
the loan is the house itself. If you don't pay back the loan (along with all of the fees
and interest that are included with it), then the lender can take your house.

Banks are the traditional mortgage lender. You can either apply for a mortgage at the bank you use for your checking and
savings accounts or you can shop around to other banks for the best interest rates and terms. If you don't have the time to
shop around yourself, you can work with a mortgage broker, who sifts though different lenders to negotiate the best deal for
you. Banks aren't the only source of mortgages, though: Credit unions, some pension funds and various government agencies
also offer mortgages.

Like other loans, mortgages carry an interest rate, either fixed or adjustable, and a length or "term" of the loan, anywhere from
five to 30 years. Unlike most other loans, mortgages carry a lot of associated costs and fees. Some of those fees only happen
once, such as closing costs, while others are tacked onto the mortgage payment every month.
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Histor of Mort a es

You may think mortgages have been around for hundreds of years — after all, how could anyone ever afford to pay for a house
outright? It was only in the 1930s, however, that mortgages actually got their start. It may surprise you to learn that banks
didn't forge ahead with this new idea; insurance companies did. These daring insurance companies did this not in the interest
of making money through fees and interest charges, but in the hopes of gaining ownership of properties if borrowers failed to
keep up with the payments.

It wasn't until 1934 that modern mortgages came into being. The Federal Housing Administration (FHA) played a critical role.
In order to help pull the country out of the Great Depression, the FHA initiated a new type of mortgage aimed at the folks who
couldn't get mortgages under the existing programs. At that time, only four in 10 households owned homes. Mortgage loan
terms were limited to 50 percent of the property's market value, and the repayment schedule was spread over three to five
years and ended with a balloon payment. An 80 percent loan at that time meant your down payment was 80 percent — not the
amount you financed! With loan terms like that, it's no wonder that most Americans were renters.

FHA started a program that lowered the down payment requirements. They set up programs that offered 80 percent loan-to 
value (LTV), 90 percent LTV, and higher. This forced commercial banks and lenders to do the same, creating many more
opportunities for average Americans to own homes.

The FHA also started the trend of qualifying people for loans based on their actual ability to pay back the loan, rather than the
traditional way of simply "knowing someone." The FHA lengthened the loan terms. Rather than the traditional five- to seven 
year loans, the FHA offered 15-year loans and eventually stretched that out to the 30-year loans we have today.

Another area that the FHA got involved in was the quality of home construction. Rather than simply financing any home, the
FHA set quality standards that homes had to meet in order to qualify for the loan. That was a smart move; they wouldn't want
the loan outlasting the building! This started another trend that commercial lenders eventually followed.

Before FHA, traditional mortgages were interest-only payments that ended with a balloon payment that amounted to the entire
principal of the loan. That was one reason why foreclosures were so common. FHA established the amortization of loans,
which meant that people got to pay an incremental amount of the loan's principal amount with each interest payment, reducing
the loan gradually over the loan term until it was completely paid off.
On the next page, we' ll break down the components of the modern monthly loan payment and explain the important concept of
amortization.

The Mort a e Pa ment
The down payment on a mortgage is the lump sum you pay upfront that reduces the amount of money you have to borrow.
You can put as much money down as you want. The traditional amount is 20 percent of the purchasing price, but it's possible
to find mortgages that require as little as 3 to 5 percent. The more money you put down, though, the less you have to finance 
- and the lower your monthly payment will be.

The monthly mortgage payment is composed of the following costs, appropriately known by the acronym PITI:

• Principal - The total amount of money you are borrowing from the lender (after your down payment)

• Interest - The money the lender charges you for the loan. It's a percentage of the total amount of money you' re borrowing.

• Taxes - Money to pay your property taxes is often put into an escrow account, a third-party entity that holds accumulated
property taxes until they' re due.

• Insurance - Most mortgages require the purchase of hazard insurance to protect against losses from fire, storms, theft,
floods and other potential catastrophes. If you own less than 20 percent of the equity in your home, you may also have to buy
private mortgage insurance, which we' ll talk more about later.

With a fixed-rate mortgage, your monthly payment remains roughly the same for the life of the loan. What changes from month
to month and year-to-year is the portion of the mortgage payment that pays down the principal of the loan and the portion that
is pure interest. The gradual repayment of both the original loan and the accumulated interest is called amortization.

If you look at the amortization schedule for a typical 30-year mortgage, the borrower pays much more interest than principal in
the early years of the loan. For example, a $100,000 loan with a 6 percent interest rate carries a monthly mortgage payment of
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$599. During the first year of mortgage payments, roughly $500 each month goes to paying off the interest; only $99 chips
away at the principal. Not until year 18 does the principal payment exceed the interest.

The advantage of amortization is that you can slowly pay back the interest on the loan, rather than paying one huge balloon
payment at the end. The downside of spreading the payments over 30 years is that you end up paying $215,838 for that
original $100,000 loan. Also, it takes you longer to build up equity in the home, since you pay back so little principal for so
long. Equity is the value of your home minus your remaining principal balance. But that doesn't mean that fixed-rate 30-year
mortgages are a bad thing. Far from it.

Fixed-rate Mort a es

Not that long ago, there was only one type of mortgage offered by lenders: the 30-year, fixed-rate mortgage. A fixed- rate
mortgage offers an interest rate that will never change over the entire life of the loan. Not only does your interest rate never
change, but your monthly mortgage payment remains the same for 15, 20 or 30 years, depending on the length of your
mortgage. The only numbers that might change are property taxes and any insurance payments included in your monthly bill.

The interest rates tied to fixed-rate mortgages rise and fall with the larger economy. When the economy is growing, interest
rates are higher than during a recession. Within those general trends, lenders offer borrowers specific rates based on their
credit history and the length of the loan. Here are the benefits of 30, 20 and 15-year terms:

• 30-year fixed-rate — Since this is the longest loan, you' ll end up paying the most in interest. While that might not seem like a

good thing, it also allows you to deduct the most in interest payments from your taxes. This long-term loan also locks in the
lowest monthly payments.

• 20-year fixed-rate — These are harder to find, but the shorter term will allow you to build up more equity in your home

sooner. And since you' ll be making larger monthly payments, the interest rate is generally lower than a 30-year fixed
mortgage.

• 15-year fixed-rate — This loan term has the same benefits as the 20-year term (quicker payoff, higher equity and lower
interest rate), but you' ll have an even higher monthly payment.

There is a long-term stability to fixed-rate mortgages that many borrowers find attractive- especially those who plan on staying
in their home for a decade or more. Other borrowers are more concerned with getting the lowest interest rate possible. This is
part of the attraction of adjustable-rate mortgages, which we' ll talk about next.

Adustable-rate Mort a es

An adjustable-rate mortgage (ARM) has an interest rate that changes — usually once a year — according to changing market
conditions. A changing interest rate affects the size of your monthly mortgage payment. ARMs are attractive to borrowers
because the initial rate for most is significantly lower than a conventional 30-year fixed-rate mortgage. Even in 2010, with
interest rates on the 30-year fixed mortgage at historic lows, the ARM rate is almost a full percentage point lower [source:

~Haviv . ARMs also make sense to borrowers who believe they' ll be selling their home within a few years.

Here are the key numbers to look for:

• How often your interest rate adjusts — A conventional ARM adjusts every year, but there are also six-month ARMs, one 
year ARMs, two-year ARMs and so on. A popular "hybrid" ARM is the 5/1 year ARM, which carries a fixed rate for five years,
then adjusts annually for the life of the loan. A 3/3 year ARM has a fixed rate for the first three years, then adjusts every three
years.

• There will also be caps, or limits, to how high your interest rate can go over the life of the loan and how much it may change
with each adjustment. Interim or periodic caps dictate how much the interest rate may rise with each adjustment and lifetime
caps specify how high the rate can go over the life of the loan. Never sign up for an ARM without any caps!

• The interest rates for ARMs can be tied to one-year U.S. Treasury bills, certificates of deposit (CDs), the London Inter-Bank
Offer Rate (LIBOR) or other indexes. When mortgage lenders come up with their ARM rates, they look at the index and add a
margin of two to four percentage points. Being tied to these index rates means that when those rates go up, your interest goes
up with it. The catch? If interest rates go down, the rate on your ARMs may not [source: Federal Reserve]. In other words, read
the fine print.
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UNDERSTANDING HOW FHA MORTGAGES WORK

An FHA insured loan is a Federal Housing Administration mortgage insurance backed mortgage loan, which are
provided by FHA-approved lenders. FHA insured loans are a type of federal assistance and have historically
allowed lower income Americans to borrow money for the purchase of a home that they would not otherwise be
able to afford. To obtain mortgage insurance from the Federal Housing Administration, a mortgage insurance
premium (MIP) equal to a percentage of the loan amount at closing is required, and is normally financed by the
lender and paid to FHA on the borrower's behalf. Depending on the loan-to-value ratio, there may be a monthly
premium as well.

FHA refinancing offers benefits for current real estate home owners who are seeking to complete a refinance
mortgage of their existing real estate mortgage (s). A FHA home loan refinance may also benefit you even if you
do not currently have a FHA loan.

Some advantages of using a FHA mortgage for your mortgage refinance are as follows:

Cash-Out Refinance up to 85% for existing or new FHA mortgages.
Cash-Out up to 85% of your properties value.

Consolidate first and second mortgages into single loan.
Bill consolidation programs.

Easier credit and income qualifications.
FHA regulated closing costs.

Rate and Term Mortgage Refinancing up to 96.5% of your homes value.
Consolidate first and second mortgages* into a single loan.

No FICO score ok or min. 620 credit score.

Competitive rates for borrowers with a Bankruptcy older than two years.
Competitive rates for borrowers with a Foreclosure older than three years.
Easier credit and income qualifications.
FHA regulated closing costs.

FHA Streamline Refinance for existing FHA loans only.
No Cost Interest Rate Reductions programs.
No Income or Credit Qualifications*.

Zero cost refinance options available.
Easily switch amortization for adjustable to fixed or vice versa.
Easily shorten or lengthen term of your existing loan.
Easier credit and income qualifications.

FHA Secure Refinance with current mortgage lates.
Refinance your mortgage at competitive rates even if you have a mortgage late on your credit that is
directly due to adjusting mortgage.

Qualify for refinance even if currently in foreclosure.
Seniors Refinance Your Mortgages with a FHA reverse mortgage and Eliminate Your Mortgage
Payments
If you are over 62 years old, you maybe able to refinance your existing mortgages and rid yourself of
monthly mortgage payments.
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LOAN MODIFICATION

As adjustable-rate loans shift back to higher rates, many homeowners are finding themselves in financial trouble and

facing foreclosure. Fortunately, there's a new solution on the market: loan modification. A mortgage modification lets you

work out more comfortable terms with your lender so that you can get current. A loan modification also stops the

foreclosure process, buying you more time to get back on track.

Mortgage modification is a process where the terms of a mortgage are modified outside the original terms of the

contract agreed to by the lender and borrower (i.e. mortgagor and mortgagee). In general, any loan can be modified.

In the normal progression of a mortgage, payments of interest and principal are made until the mortgage is paid in full (or

paid off). Typically, until the mortgage is paid, the lender holds a lien on the property and if the borrower sells the property

before the mortgage is paid-off, the unpaid balance of the mortgage is remitted to the lender to release the lien. Generally

speaking, any change to the mortgage terms is a modification, but as the term is used it refers to a change in terms based

upon either the specific inability of the borrower to remain current on payments as stated in the mortgage, or more

generally government mandate to lenders. A loan modification will typically result in the change to the loan's monthly

payment, interest rate, term or outstanding principal.

Mortgages are modified to the benefit of the borrower in one or more of the following ways:

Reduction in interest rate, or a change from a floating to a fixed rate, or in how the floating rate is

computed

Reduction in principal

Reduction in late fees or other penalties

Lengthening of the loan term

Capping the monthly payment to a percentage of household income

Mortgage forbearance program

The borrower can be current, late, in default, in bankruptcy, or in foreclosure at the time the application for

modification is made. The programs available will vary accordingly.

There may be modifications made at the discretion of the lender. The lender is motivated to offer better terms to the

borrower because of the expectation that the borrower might be able to afford a lower payment, and that a performing

loan (i.e. one in which payments are current) will be more valuable ultimately than the proceeds obtained from a
foreclosure sale.

The state and federal government may structure a mortgage modification

program as voluntary on the part of the lender, but may provide incentives for the

lender to participate. A mandatory mortgage modification program requires the

lender to modify mortgages meeting the criteria with respect to the borrower, the

property, and the loan payment history.
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IRS TAX DEBT

Are you finally ready to resolve your IRS tax debt?

Having a tax debt is by far considered one of the largest financial burdens of most people's lives. The stress and anxiety
from aggressive IRS collection tactics such as wage garnishments and bank levies eventually takes its toll, forcing
taxpayers into some sort of willful compliance. Either they forfeit their income and/or assets to satisfy the tax debt, or enter
into a burdensome payment plan that for most is headed for default.

Many taxpayers wrongly assume that they have limited options when dealing with the IRS, and as a result the debt
becomes un-manageable and eventually spins out of control. On average, this lack of management costs taxpayers
thousands of dollars in tax debt each year. Tax debt and the associated penalties and interest can be avoided! We have
helped thousands of taxpayers from all walks of life become compliant and start fresh, and can help you too!

Enforce your legal right to an IRS or State tax settlement

Whether you' re an individual with a personal tax debt, or a business having payroll issues, having a tax debt can be a
crushing obstacle. Regardless of the issue, there are rights that you or your business is entitled to. By doing nothing, you
are allowing the IRS to collect as much as they feel entitled to, and the results can be disastrous. Much like entering a
courtroom without an attorney, you are forfeiting your legal right to representation when you negotiate directly with the
IRS.

There are companies that can help you avoid this costly mistake by interceding on your behalf and enforcing your rights,
helping to negotiate a favorable outcome. While many people fear being audited by the IRS for past tax returns, owing
back taxes is actually a more stressful situation. If you owe, there are a couple of ways to deal with the situation.

Dealing with Tax Debt

First things first, the best advice on how to deal with back taxes is to...well, deal with them.

Many people make the mistake of sticking their head in the sand when it comes to tax problems.

The IRS inadvertently helps this happen because it takes the agency a while to figure out you owe money and then take
action to collect the back taxes. Once the agency gets rolling, however, it can bring all kinds of nasty weapons to bear.

Your bank account can be cleaned out and your wages garnished to mention

only a few of the tactics used. Throw in the fact penalties and interest accrue
on your tax debt and it can get ugly quickly. If you have a tax problem, deal
with it. You will be far better off taking proactive action versus waiting for the
IRS to do something.

If you owe past taxes to the IRS, proactively address your situation. You will
get a handle on your tax situation and be able to sleep better at night.
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UNSECURED DEBT RELIEF AND REDUCTION PROGRAMS

DEBT SETTLEMENT

Debt settlement, also known as debt arbitration, debt negotiation or credit settlement, is an approach to debt
reduction in which the debtor and creditor agree on a reduced balance that will be regarded as payment in full.

As long as consumers continue to make minimum monthly payments, creditors will not negotiate a reduced balance.
Consumers can hire a company to act for them or use debt settlement companies. In a New York Times article Cyndi
Geerdes, an associate professor at the University of illinois law school, states "Done correctly, (debt settlement) can
absolutely help people".

Essentially, debt settlement is the process of negotiating with creditors to reduce overall debts in exchange for a lump sum
payment. A successful settlement occurs when the creditor agrees to forgive a percentage of total account balance. Only
unsecured debts not secured by real assets like homes or autos can be settled. Unsecured debts include medical bills and
credit card debts - not certain student loans, auto financing or mortgages. For the debtor, this makes obvious sense; they
avoid the stigma and intrusive court-mandated controls of bankruptcy while still lowering, sometimes by more than 50%,
their debt balances. Whereas, for the creditor, they regain trust that the borrower intends to pay back what he can of the
loans and not file bankruptcy (in which case, the creditor risks losing all monies owed).

CREDIT COUNSELLING

Credit counseling often involves negotiating with creditors to establish a debt management plan (DMP) for a consumer. A
DMP may help the debtor repay his or her debt by working out a repayment plan with the creditor. DMPs, set up by credit
counselors, usually offer reduced payments, fees and interest rates to the client. Credit counselors refer to the terms
dictated by the creditors to determine payments or interest reductions offered to consumers in a debt management plan.

One of the features of a DMP is a reduction in the interest rates charged by creditors. A customer with a defaulted credit
card account will often be paying an interest rate approaching 30%. Upon joining a DMP, credit card banks sometimes
lower the annual percentage rates charged to 5-10%, and a few eliminate interest altogether. This reduction in interest
allows can mean that customers will be debt free in periods of 3 — 6 years, rather than the 20+ years that it would take to
pay off a large amount of debt at high interest rates.

DEBT CONSOLIDATION

Debt consolidation entails taking out one loan to pay off many others. This is often done to secure a lower interest rate,
secure a fixed interest rate or for the convenience of servicing only one loan.

Debt consolidation can simply be from a number of unsecured loans into another unsecured loan, but more often it
involves a secured loan against an asset that serves as collateral, most commonly a house. In this case, a mortgage is
secured against the house. The collateralization of the loan allows a lower interest rate than without it, because by
collateralizing, the asset owner agrees to allow the forced sale (foreclosure) of the asset to pay back the loan. The risk to
the lender is reduced so the interest rate offered is lower.
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Followin The Plan

Further along in this guide, you will find several amazing tools to help you and your family get

spending and budgeting under control. If you have any questions on how to use these tools please
read the information below.

Step 1 - Forecast Income

On Chart 1, "Yearly Income Forecast", list all the money your family expects to receive for the next year and

then for the next five years. Follow the example. If the income is from wages or salary, include only take 
home pay. If it is from a business or trade, make the best possible estimate. Add other cash income such as
interest or dividends from investments, pensions, annuities, veteran's benefits, life insurance proceeds, and
rents.

Step 2 - Set Goals

Estimate how much money will be needed to reach the goals the family has set and when it will be needed.

Use Chart 2 "Future Goals" for your long-term goals, and Chart 3 "Financial Forecast for Goals" for
intermediate and short-term goals. Do not include everyday living expenses because they will be listed on
Chart 4 "Expense Management Plan".

Step 3 — Spending Plan

Complete Chart 4 "Spending Plan" using records kept over a period of time, receipts or cancelled checks to
make estimates of planned expenses. If income is received weekly, develop a weekly plan for those
expenses that occur weekly first and then complete the monthly spending plan. Remember, these estimates
are not final. It might be useful to work in pencil so that the plan can be reworked or adjusted as needed.

Step 4 - Spending Forecast

To estimate expenses for the year complete Charts 3 and 4 to estimate the amount of money needed each
month during the year for goals and living expenses.

Some expenses such as food and housing may remain the same throughout the year, whereas clothing
expenses may be seasonal rather than monthly. Be sure to include goals for individual family members and
for the family as a group. Compare the income forecast on Chart 1 with the total amounts planned and
actually spent on Charts 3 and 4.

Is the income adequate to provide for the goals and enough to meet everyday living expenses?
If not, can income be increased or must some goals be eliminated? If it's the latter, which goals?

Rank goals in order of importance to determine which goals to eliminate. If the spending total is greater than

income, adjustments can be made in living expenses, but don't readjust by immediately slashing out one
classification completely.
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Here are a few suggestions:

• Food costs may seem high, but don't cut that category too much or the plan will be impossible to follow.
Eating out should be cut before groceries.

• Don't expect to know the spending limits for each category until experimenting with the spending plan for a

few months.

• Don't downgrade personal allowances. They may be small and seem insignificant, but they' re very

im porta nt.

• Savings are a significant part of your spending plan — either for an emergency fund or for goals. Make
deposits to your savings plans before paying any other expenses. Be sure the amounts are reasonable.

• Don't forget to leave room for unexpected expenses — everyone has them from time to time. Don't get

discouraged! Millions of people are forced to juggle their spending so they have enough left to finance the
expenses they consider essential or most desirable. As you work this plan, it will become easier to follow
and make adjustments.

Balance Sheet

Check the family's financial progress by using Chart 5 "Balance Sheet" to determine the family's net worth.

Some families find that the best time to complete their balance sheet is at income tax time.

To calculate the value of ASSETS, use the amount these assets would sell for in today's market.
LIABILITIES, or the amounts owed, are determined by the amount of debt outstanding. The difference
between the amount owed and the amount owned is your family's net worth.

r C
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Making your budget work with your finances

To make your personal budget work with your finances, you need to increase your
monthly cash flow.

There are two ways to do this:

1. Increase your income
2. Reduce your expenses

These are some of the several ways you can increase your income:

1. Work more overtime.
2. Get a second job.
3. Start a home-based business.

4. Try to find a better paying job.

For most people, reducing expenses is a more immediate and realistic way to increase
their cash flow. Start by looking at every item on your budget that you listed as a
monthly expense. Can any of those items be reduced?

1. Try to reduce your housing costs if possible. Consider moving to a smaller house
or apartment, taking in a roommate or border, or simply renting as opposed to
owning.

2. Consider all of your non-essential expenses, such as cigarettes and alcohol.
By quitting smoking or reducing the amount you drink, you can free up a lot of
cash each month.

3. Eliminate credit card debt; pay off high interest balances first.
4. Consider buying a coffee maker and a travel mug, and making your own coffee

each morning, instead of buying it.
5. Look up more money saving tips on the Internet.

The key is to go through every single expense, regardless of how large or how small it
is, and cut, cut, cut. Once you have done some cutting, it's time to "Pay Yourself First".

Lowering your expenses, which in turn increases your income will allow you to better
manage your personal finances. Budgeting is a proven method that works!
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HOW TO DO YOUR PART

The GOLDEN RULE THAT YOU MUST FOLLOW is:

BE HONEST AND FORTHCOMING ABOUT YOUR FINANCIAL SITUATION

AND DEBTS WITH YOUR FINANCIAL CONSULTANT,
WE ARE HERE TO HELP.

Why is this rule so important? You must understand that you are emotionally involved in your
debts and you cannot be expected to make the proper decisions regarding the best path to
follow to be rid of your debt and to save the most money possible. Creditors prey on your
emotional commitment to your debt in order to make you feel upset, frightened or even guilty.

Make sure to handle all of your creditors' threats and ultimatums in an unemotional manner.

HELP US HELP YOU!

If you are in the process of dealing with collectors, you must always remember:

DO NOT SPEAK TO YOUR CREDITORS UNTIL YOU HAVE MAPPED OUT A CLEAR

SOLUTION WITH YOUR FINANCIAL CONSULTANT.

The qualified 3"' parties assigned to best handle your individual debts and creditors will let you
know when you are in a position to begin making offers to your creditors. All of this information
is required in order to negotiate any possible settlement options, which may be available to you
in the future.

Do not prematurely say or agree to something that is truly not in your best interest, or your
creditors may feel that they can push you around.

Trust this system to get the best possible results; it is our livelihood to make sure your debts
are dealt with the least amount of stress to you.

Getting out of debt can sometimes be an unpleasant experience. It is not a quick and painless

process but if you hang in there, you will succeed!

~g ' F :"gi • I i g i d g d g di"

BE ADVISED' NOT MAKING PAYMENTS ON YOUR DEBTS WILL HAVE A NEGATIVE
IMPACT ON YOUR CREDIT. 1' UNITED CONSULTANTS DOES NOT ADVISE ITS CLIENTS
TO NOT PAY THEIR BILLS OR HONOR THEIR COMMITMENTS.
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DEALING WITH COLLECTORS

DID YOU KNOW?

When a debt collector calls you, he/she is legally required to tell you the following:
"Thisis an attempt to collect a debt. Anyinformation you provide us will be

used for that purpose."

DID YOU KNOW?

YOU NEVER MAKE ANY PROMISES TO A COLLECTOR.

DID YOU KNOW?

YOU SHOULD NEVER BE CONCERNED BY COLLECTORS' THREATS.

Most consumers have no idea what to say in a situation when, for instance, a creditor
intentionally makes statements designed to intimidate and scare you into doing
something not in your best interest. Debt collectors often pretend to have authority,
since most people tend to respect authority.

Their threatening comments are designed and intended to make you very upset or
even frightened, leading you to say the wrong things or to give in to their demands.
Because most people want to be polite, they feel compelled to respond to a collector
in a misguided attempt to establish some rapport. These collectors know that if they
push you hard enough, they will bully you. Sometimes they' ll go to extremes in an
attempt to force you into an agreement by saying things such as, "We' re going to

sue" or "We' re going to ruin your credit".

There is absolutely no law in any state that requires you to stay on the
telephone and subject yourself to the collector's harassing or intimidating
demands.

Beware of call center creditors who are on an auto 
dialer system (it's usually easy to tell, it will take a
moment for the person to come on the line and,
typically, the calls originate from 800, 866, and 877
numbers, or sometimes no number at all). These
collectors get bonuses if they get you to give in to
their demands.
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There are many laws that creditors must follow. In fact, if a creditor breaks the law
attempting to collect a debt, you may actually be in a better position to obtain a
settlement.

Sometimes, to get creditors to stop harassing you, you need to remind them of the law.

IF CREDITOR CALLS ARE GETTING TO YOU, WE HAVE SOLUTIONS!

CALL US NOW A T 1 (S55) 4S6-4631

Our affiliates offer a membership program that allows consumers to purchase a pre-paid
legal protection plan, that stops and protects you and your family from Creditor
Harassment.

RECEIVE $1000 er violation

This program offers a nationwide network of professional attorneys that are at your beck
and call in regards to:

Questions regarding the Act and violations.
Education about the Act and Fair Practicing procedures.
Providing you with the proper tools and information to win your case against your
harassing creditor.

What's included with the membership?

Unlimited FDCPA Consultation from a National Law Firm to help build your case.
FTC Guideline Education materials to help Identify The Violations.
Call Logs and record keeping stationary and coaching to build proper cases.
FDCPA Protection against all current and future harassment from your creditors.
Court Awards you $1000 per violation from your creditors.
You keep 100% of Court Awarded $1000/violation, Attorneys are awarded court
fees only.

All members get a nationwide network of attorneys to help build and Win their case.

What Happens Once I Enroll:

• Within 72 hours of enrollment you will receive an introduction
phone call.

• You will review the Details needed/Call Logs
• You will be sent a list of FDCPA Violations
• You will have a monthly follow up call to review any violation activity.
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Common FDCPA Violations

A Debt Collector cannot:

Call you on telephone repeatedly and at odd hours
Call you, but not announce who he/she is
Disclose information of your debts to third parties
Use abusive language
Contact you after written notification that you do not want to be contacted
Claim to be affiliated with any governmental organization
Misrepresent the character, amount or legal status of a debt
Threaten to take action not validated
Threaten or communicate false credit information
Use deceptive methods to collect debts
These are a few of the violations

As a member, you may be able to do the following:

Reduce or completely zero your interest payment
Avoid or reduce late payment fees
Combine several loans into a single low monthly payment plan
Get your credit reports corrected
Remove invalid or time-lapsed entries in your credit reports

IF A CREDITOR CALLS YOU TO HARASS YOU AT ANYTIME, ALL YOU HAVE TO DO IS:

CALL US AT 1 (S55) 466-4S31

AND BEGIN TO RECEIVE $1000 er violation

The most important way to help yourself respond to calls is to keep a journal of who
calls you and when. Enclosed within this guide, you will find a copy of a "Call Log" which
can be used to keep track of creditor calls to help you deal with continued calls.

Feel free to make photocopies of the blank call log. We remind you again that you don' t
have to talk to anyone, but if you do, be firm and do not make any promises.

You can use this log to try to significantly minimize harassing phone calls from your
creditors.
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Fair Debt Collection Practices Act ( Your Rights Under the Law
Under the FAIR DEBT COLLECTION PRACTICES ACT
(As amended by Public Law 99-361 — July 9, 1986) Title 15 United Sates Code- Sections 1692 to 1692p

SECTION 805 — COMMUNICATION IN CONNECTION WITH DEBT COLLECTION
• Collectors may only call after 8:00 a.m. and no later than 9:00 p.m. (In your time zone).
• If represented by an attorney, creditor must contact them not you.
• Collectors may not call a consumer's place of employment.
• Collectors may not communicate account specifics with any person other than the consumer himself

(unless authorized by the consumer or cosigner to do so). This includes all family members.

SECTION 806 — HARASSMENT OR ABUSE
• Collectors may not use threat of violence or other criminal means.
• Collectors may not use profanity.
• Collectors may not continuously call, annoy abuse or harass consumer.

SECTION 807 — FALSE OR MISLEADING REPRESENTATIONS
• Collectors may not use any false or deceptive or misleading representations.
• Collectors may not threaten to take any action that cannot legally be taken.

• Collectors may not give or threaten to give out false credit information.
• Collectors may not distribute any falsely written communication simulating any document authorized,
issued or approved by any court, official or agency of the United States or any states.
• Collectors may not use any name other than the true name of the collector's business, company or
organization.
• Collectors may not falsely imply that they are employed by a consumer-reporting agency.

SECTION 808 — UNFAIR PRACTICES
• Collectors may not use unfair or unconscionable means to collect or attempt to collect any debt.

• Collectors cannot accept a check or other payment form from the consumer that is postdated by more
than 5 days
• Collectors may not solicit any postdated check for the purpose of threatening or instituting criminal
prosecution
• Collectors may not deposit or threaten to deposit any postdated check prior to the date on the check.
• Collectors may not cause charges to be made to the consumer for price of communication.
• Collectors may not take or threaten to take non-judicial action to effect dispossession or disablement of
property.
• Collectors may not communicate with a consumer by post card.
• Collectors may not use any language or symbol other than the collector's address and name on any
mail sent to the consumer.

SECTION 809 — VALIDATION OF DEBTS
• Collectors must notify the consumer in writing within five (5) days, validating their debt.

SECTION 810 — MULTIPLE DEBTS
• If a consumer owes multiple debts to one creditor and makes a payment to the collector for one

specific debt, the collector may not apply such payment to any disputed debt and MUST apply the
payment as the consumer directs.
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Guide to Creditor Collection Galls

We have put together a customer reference guide to assist in handling creditor calls.
We understand that receiving excessive calls daily from creditors can be very stressful
and frustrating. By following the suggestions outlined in this guide, you may be able to
reduce the number of calls you are receiving from Creditors and/or Collection agencies
and possibly eliminate them altogether. Please take a moment to review the information
contained in this guide and keep as a reference for future use.

Original Creditor Collection Activities
If you receive phone calls from the Original Creditor, we recommend that you handle
any communication with your creditor through documentation only. This includes
mailings and faxes.

Collection Agencies

Many creditor accounts can be forwarded to collection agencies for handling. These bill
collectors are required to notify you in writing that your account has been sent to them.
In many cases, you can negotiate settlements with these agencies to successfully
reduce your debt. It is important that you gather and keep the information when your
account is turned over to a collection agency so that you are able to track the status of

your debt.

Settlement offers from the creditors
From time to time, you may receive settlement offers in the mail from creditors. You may
also receive them by phone. It is important that you keep any offers you receive. Even if
you are unable to commit to the settlement at that time, it helps you to track your
account and assists you in future negotiations.

Identify whom you are receiving calls from
A creditor is a representative of the company who originally issued you a credit card or
personal loan. A Collector is a representative from a Third- Party Agency that is
servicing the collection of your delinquent debt. Different Federal and State Laws guide
creditors and Collectors. We will address Collector calls later in this guide.
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Creditor Calls (Continued)

Step One: Information needed when a creditor calls.
1. Creditor Name
2. Caller's Name
3. Telephone number of the person calling. Keeping a log will help you track who is
contacting you.

Step Two: Determine if the calls have been excessive.
As a general rule, each creditor may attempt to contact you 1-2 times per day during
the first 2-4 months of delinquency. This is not usually constant activity but tends to
occur randomly week-by-week. If you have seven creditors, this might mean you are
receiving
7 calls one week and 14 the next. (Don't worry this doesn't keep up forever. Often
times, calls from original creditors increase immediately before being turned over to
a collection agency. You' ll find that just when calls seem to be at their worst, you
begin to notice a dramatic improvement).

Step Three: Verbally request the creditor to stop calling.
In many cases, simply requesting that a creditor stop calling you can reduce the
number of calls you receive. This is especially true regarding calls at work. If you are
receiving a Creditor call at work and it is unacceptable to you, you should demand
the creditor not contact you.

Step Four: Written request to cease verbal communication.
If the calls continue at a high rate and are of a harassing nature, you may need to
send a request in writing to the creditor.

Final Steps:
Listed below are some steps customers have successfully taken to limit phone calls
from Creditors. We do not endorse any methods and also understand each situation
is unique.

Please review the following to find out if one might be the right solution for you:

1. Using Caller ID or a tele-zapper to screen calls and reduce calls during the
initial stages of negotiation.

2. Sending the creditor a change of phone number. This may help control the
number of calls coming to a certain phone line. This is usually effective should
harassment occur from a creditor.

3. Contacting a reporting agency can be effective, but should only be taken if
you feel a law has been broken.
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Creditors who call you - The Gall Log

This guide provides you with a "Creditor Engagement Notice" to send to your creditors. It often

takes 60-90 days in order for the "Creditor Engagement Notice" to reach the proper person or
department needed in order to update the creditors systems to inform them. You should also send
the letter set forth below. Please be patient, as the creditors are sometimes slow to respond. If you
do receive a phone call, at this time, we suggest that you remember:

However if you are called, please log the conversation using the log below should any creditor
contact you repeatedly.

Should you decide to not change your phone to an unlisted number, or be unable to screen your
calls, the following script can be used for anyone with whom you do talk, to briefly inform your
creditors of your intentions:

Disclaimer:

If you need legal advice to deal with your creditors, debt or court filings, you must seek

the advice of a licensed attorney in your state. 1 U N ITED CONSULTANTS AND ITS

AFFILIATES DO NOT OFFER TAX OR LEGAL ADVICE.

1 U NITED CONSULTANTS simply provides information on how to go about managing
your finances and your debt by relaying information on methods used by attorneys and
debt relief companies for information purposes only and not for legal representation.
Lawsuits or any other legal matters are not part of our contractual obligations. Results
may vary by individual.

Creditor Call Script

You: Thank you for calling; I have begun the process of saving fundsin order to settle
my debt with your company. I CANNOT TALK TO YOU NOW, as there is no money
currently to make any arrangements. I will be in touch.

I' ve sent your company a DO NOT CALL request, so please DO NOT call me again.

Thank you very much. <CLICK>

The <click> is you politely hanging up the phone. As mentioned previously, there is no
law in any state that requires you to talk to anyone; especially an abusive collector
who is intentionally trying to upset you.
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NOTE: Ultimately, you control your communication with a creditor. People generally
prefer to communicate with creditors only by writing. Limiting verbal contact with
creditors can be a very effective method in controlling creditor harassment.

Most people use answering machines and caller ID to screen calls before answering the

phone. This can help prevent upsetting and stressful phone calls. However, the
communication you have with your creditor is strictly your decision.

lf ou r e fer to s eak with a creditor ou ma f ind the followin seri t hei ful

You: Hello

Creditor: I need to speak with you about your overdue account!

You: Can I get your name and phone number?

You: Can I also get the name of the company you are calling for and about which
account number?

Creditor: How soon can you make a payment?

You: Unfortunately I'm unable to make a payment at this time; and am hoping to
bring resolution to this matter as soon as possible. I understand you want me to
make a payment right now, but thatjustisn't possible. I have your phone number
and will call you when my situation changes.

You: Thank you.

It is important that you get the information of the collector calling. If they are unwilling
to give you this information, then you may question the intent of the call and purpose
for the call.
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Creditor Gall Log

Remember: this document is yours to keep and make copies of in order to keep track of
creditors calls. This helps determine who your most aggressive creditors are.
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Creditor En a ement Notification

Further along in this guide you will find sample letters that you may use and send to your
creditors.

The second letter is the type of official letter that you can send to your creditors to notify
them you have undertaken a process to get yourself out of debt.

The first letter is a copy of a "Request to Cease Verbal Communication" you can send
CERTIFIED MAIL (Return receipt requested) to each of your enrolled creditor accounts. To
send the "Request to Cease Verbal Communication" to each of your creditors, please
follow the instructions listed below:

Make photocopies of the "Request to Cease Verbal Communication." You should make
one (1) copy for each creditor account. DO NOT use the original copy included in the Guide
to send to your creditors. Retain this clean copy in case you need to make additional copies
in the future.

1. On your account statements, there are addresses listed for you to mail in for

payments and for inquiries. You will need to use the address used for inquires. DO NOT
send the "Request to Cease Verbal Communication" to the payment addresses as this
will delay or prevent the processing of the request.

2. Fill out the "Request to Cease Verbal Communication" by PRINTING the name of the
creditor on the top line on the top left side of the page, and complete the address
information from the "inquiry" address on your account statements below the name.

3. On the top right hand line, PRINT the account number as it appears on your
statements. If you do not have the complete account number, you may use your social
security number instead, by putting the number on the second line on the top right hand
side of the letter.

4. Next, you will want to PRINT and SIGN your name, and DATE the letter at the bottom
of the page where indicated.

5. Lastly, you can include the "Request to Cease Verbal Communication" letter to each
of your enrolled creditors and send CERTIFIED MAIL.

You will want to send each letter CERTIFIED MAIL — Return Receipt Requested, to
each of your creditors. Sending your letters by Certified Mail will provide you with
documented proof of their receipt of the letter you personally signed.
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Im ortant Definitions
Assets

Current dollar value of the items you own.

• Monetary assets : Cash or items that can be readily converted to cash; used for living expenses,

savings and emergencies.

• Tangible assets : Physical items primarily used to maintain lifestyle, but could be sold to raise

cash. Items such as your car, furniture or equipment. Many people are surprised to find out how little
their assets are worth when they try to sell them. These are emergency items and should not be

overvalued.

• Investment assets : Tangible or intangible items obtained for producing additional income, or held
for speculated increase in value.

Balance Sheet

A financial snapshot, a balance sheet is an overview of individual and/or family financial condition at a

given time. Also known as a statement of financial position or position statement, it summarizes the
assets and liabilities of a business entity at a given time.

Bud et or S endin Plan

Amounts expected to be received or spent within a specific time. Revising such estimates is necessary

periodically. When budgeted expenses exceed budgeted income, three alternatives are recommended:
earn more income, cut back expenses or a combination of the two.

Cash Flow Calendar

Annual estimated income and expenses for each budget time period are recorded on this sheet to help
determine surplus or deficit situations. Effective management of cash flow can include reducing
expenses during months with financial deficits, increasing income, using planned savings, using
emergency savings, or borrowing.

Com arison Sho in

Using an informed process of comparing products or services to find those that best fit your budget,
needs and specifications.

Ex enses

• Fixed Expenses: Expenditures usually of the same amount for each budgeted time period, such
as rent, car payments, loan installments, and regular savings.

• Variable Expenses: Expenditures that can fluctuate due to individual control, such as food,
utilities, and furnishings. Some expenses can be listed as both fixed and variable. Variable expenses
are the easiest ones to juggle in times of financial difficulty.
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Financial lannin

A coordinated series of plans, beginning with goals and objectives that reflect your values, attitudes,
lifestyle circumstances, wants and needs. This process helps you to develop and implement financial
moves to reach financial objectives.

Financial skills

The techniques of decision-making in personal financial management, such as budget preparation,
record keeping, savings and investment plan and use of credit.

Financial statement

A summary of individual or family finances on an annual or other basis.

Financial tools

Instruments used in making personal financial management decisions, such as budgets and net worth
statements.

Goal

An objective, which you plan to attain through financial planning and management efforts.

Gross income

All income from all sources, before taxes and other withholdings.

Liabilities

The dollar value of items for which you owe; total debts.

~Ufe c cle

Used for description of family or individual status along a continuous sequence of family or individual

family development stages. For example, stages in individual development include periods such as
adolescence and middle adulthood; stages in family development include periods such as starting
out and the empty-nest period.

Needs vs. wants

• needs are those items necessary for survival, such as food, clothing, shelter and medical services.

• wants are those items beyond the necessary that are desired for improved comfort and

satisfaction. These vary according to individual interests, tastes and lifestyles.
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BALANCE SHEET

Remember: this document is yours to keep and make copies of in order to develop a
balance sheet of your net worth by comparing your assets and your liabilities.

• •

Bank: Checking Alimony

Savings Child Support

Investments Credit Cards

401K Dept. Store Cards

IRA Federal Taxes

Land IRS Taxes

Real Estate: Home Layaways

Rental Leases

Deposit Certificates Markers

Insurance Policies Medical Bills

Jewelry Mortgage

Home Furnishings Municipal Taxes

Loans Receivable Other Loans

Owned Vehicles Payroll Advances

Security Deposits School Tuition

Stocks / Securities State Taxes

Valuable Goods Student Loans

Art Vehicle Loans

Miscellaneous Other

TOTALS: TOTALS:

ASSETS ($ ) — LIABILITIES ($ )=$ NET WORTH
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Yearly Income Forecast

Remember: this document is yours to keep and make copies of in order to create a true
forecast of your income potential.

TERM
INCOME SOURCES INCOME X F R EQUENCY = ANNUAL INCOME

EXPECTED

Ex: ABC COMPANY $1,500 X 1 2 MONTHS = $ 18,000 2 YEARS

SOURCE:

SOURCE:

SOURCE:

SOCIAL SECURITY

UNEMPLOYMEN

T INSURANCE

INTEREST OR DIVIDENDS

PENSION / RETIREMENT

RENTAL PROPERTY

CHILD SUPPORT

ALIMONY

OTHER:

TOTAL:
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FINANCIAL FORECAST FOR GOALS
Remember: this document is yours to keep and make copies of in order to list your short and
medium-term goals for review as you go along. Determine and list your goals below. Determine and
list your 5 to 10 year goals below.

DATE TO
LONG- TERM GOALS ESTIMATED

ACHIEVE
COSTS

FUTURE GOALS
Remember: this chart is yours to keep and make copies of in order to list your long-term goals.

MEDIUM- TERM GOALS ESTIMATED DATE TO
COSTS ACHIEVE

SHORT- TERM GOALS ESTIMATED DATE TO

COSTS ACHIEVE
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ITEMIZED MONTHLY EXPENSE PLAN

Remember: this document is yours to keep and make copies of in order to develop a monthly
budget which can in turn provide you with a clear outlook on how much your family spends per
year. Track your expenses using this form for at least 3 months.
DO NOT ROUND OFF TO THE NEAREST DOLLAR, TRY TO BE AS PRECISE AS POSSIBLE.

EXPENSES WEEK 1 WEEK 2 WEEK 3 WEEK 4 TOTALS

A lcohol Beer W i n e

Allowance (childrenj

Association Fees

Bank Fees

Books / Magazines

Cable

Car Insurance

Car Maintenance

Car Payment

Car Washes

Charitable Donations

Ci arettes

Clothing & Alterations

Clubs (membership j

Coffee

Commuting

Credit cards

Dental Bills

Department store

Dining Out

Disability Insurance

Dry Cleaning

Education (schoolj

Entertainment

Fast Food

Gambling

Gardening

Gasoline

Gifts

Totalsfor Pa e 1:
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ITEMIZED MONTHLY EXPENSE PLAN {PAGE 2}

EXPENSE WEEK 1 WEEK 2 WEEK 3 WEEK 4 TOTALS

G m membershi

Hair cuts

Health Insurance

Hobbies

H ome E ui L o an

Home Re airs

Insurance co- a s

Library fees

Life Insurance

Lotteries

Manicures Pedicures

Medical Bills

Miscellaneous

Mort a e R e n t

Movies

Parkin

Personal Care

Personal Loans

Pets

Pool Maintenance

Recreation

School Office Su l i es

Student Loans

Tannin Salons

Traffic tickets

Electrici

Water

Gas heatin

Tele hone

Lon Distance Char es

Cell Phone

Other:

Other:

Other:

Totals:
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"FDCPA" - g Section 805 15 USC 1692c Notice

[Creditor Name 8 Address]

Account Number

Social Security Number

"Request to Cease Verbal Communication"

To whom it may concern: This letter will confirm the fact that I have begun a debt-management program,
as I am no longer able to service my debts at their current levels. I am sending this letter to request your
office to remove my phone numbers from your database and contact me through written correspondence
ONLY. Multiple daily calls from your office will not help in any way to improve my current situation, or to
resolve my debts. Calls of this nature simply create severe undue stress and compound the situation;
making it nearly impossible to remedy the debts in a more timely fashion. I fully understand my financial
obligations to you and will attempt to make restitution to the best of my ability, as I do not wish to seek
relief in Federal Bankruptcy Court.

As a result of my circumstances, I have been forced to follow a plan as a measure of dealing with ALL of
my debt and not just one individual account, as I have numerous accounts that need reconciliation.
Please be advised, from this point forward, I am requesting that all forms of verbal communication with
me to please CEASE. This shall include, but shall not be limited to, my home, work, friends, family
and/or places of recreation. Please record these facts for your records.

Please close the above-mentioned account and notif each credit-re ortin a enc to which ou re ort
that this closin is at m re uest. As funds become available, I will present your office with a settlement
proposal, which will take into consideration the number of outstanding accounts, in conjunction with my
current economic situation. I have a savings budget that will help accomplish settlement as expeditiously
as possible. Furthermore, should my financial situation improve at any point during my management
program, I will contact your office with a proposal for settlement ahead of the recommended schedule.

Very Truly Yours,

Print Name: Si nature:

Date:
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ACCOUNT NO:

Creditor Name: Creditor Address:

To whom it may concern,

As a result of circumstances beyond my control, which have curtailed my ability to meet my normal
payment schedules, I have been forced to attempt to resolve my debt through a settlement process. I
simply lack the resources to meet your demands and those of my other creditors for payment and thus I
am acting to resolve all of my accounts, rather than just a single account.

I have created a realistic and detailed budget and savings plan to enable myself to settle all outstanding
unsecured debt in as timely a manner as possible. Since I have multiple creditors, I will contact your office
with a proposal for debt settlement as quickly as money becomes available to do so. Naturally should my
financial situation improve at any point, I will expedite contact with your office with a settlement proposal.

I will continue to maintain an open line of communication with your offices, as long as the process is
handled with respect and understanding, in order to resolve the account to the best of my ability. I simply
ask, out of professional courtesy, that you please be patient, as you WILL receive a settlement
proposal as soon as money becomes available.

PLEASE NOTE: If the above-stated account has not been closed already, I ask that you please close the
account and notify me and all credit-reporting agencies to which you report, that the account has been
closed at the account-holder's request.

Thank you very much for your anticipated cooperation in this matter and I look forward to contacting you
to resolve this account as soon as possible. Should you have any questions or concerns regarding
this account, please contact me via mail only and I will be happy to discuss any details that will
assist you in your decision-making process.

Very Truly Yours,

Print Name: Si nature:

Date:
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Hardship Statement

We' ve said it before... It is often far easier getting into debt than it is getting out of it. Everyone' s

situation is unique and each financial circumstance will vary greatly. However, the one common
thread among our clients is their present financial situation does not allow them to pay off the
amount of debt they currently hold and what each one their creditors wants simply does not fit within
their current abilities to fund.

Whether you were laid off, had an illness, a loss of income, some other family situation, or just got in

over your head, you must outline a hardship scenario with your creditors. Telling them your

particular situation will assist you in talking with your creditors and negotiating the very best deals.

Take a few moments to either type a word document on your computer or using the blank space
provided below.

the time to write this.

In no more than a couple of paragraphs, explain to your creditors the circumstances or events that led you
to this point:

Signature Printed Name Date
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Winners and Losers in the Great Recession
By Bankrate.corn

The Recession's Winners and Losers

The Great Recession may have officially ended in June 2009, but for most Americans,
its impact will last a lifetime.

The numbers — 8.4 million jobs lost, double-digit drops in housing values, the 7,000 
point plunge in the Dow Jones industrial average — don't begin to paint an accurate
picture of the perfect-storm-like course correction that has devastated so many while
leaving a select few all but untouched.

For those hardest hit, including the middle class, pre-retirees, recent college graduates
and homeowners, the process of recovery may be life-changing, according to Don
Peck, author of "Pinched: How the Great Recession Has Narrowed Our Futures and
What We Can Do About It."

"The most important economic trend in the United States over the past couple of

generations has been the growing economic disparity, the sorting of Americans into
winners and losers, and the hollowing out of the middle class," he says. "The housing
bubble of the past decade masked that trend, but the crash blew away that fig leaf. The
recession has pressed down especially hard on the blue-collar middle class."

With one eye cast wearily toward the possibility of a double-dip recession in the coming
months, here is a limited accounting of the winners and losers of the Great Recession,
so far.

Winner: The Wealthy

If true winners can be found in any recession, the wealthy certainly qualify in the Great
Recession.

According to the Pew Research Center, the simultaneous collapse of the housing and
stock market bubbles resulted in a 23% decline in the median wealth of middle-income
households between 2007 and 2009, while the wealthy experienced just a 12% decline.
The chief reason: Middle-class wealth is highly concentrated in homes, while the rich
enjoy far more diverse portfolios.

"If you look at normal recessions in the past, what usually happens is the rich fare very

poorly because the stock market goes down quite a lot, and inequality tends to decline,"
according to Don Peck, author of "Pinched: How the Great Recession Has Narrowed
Our Futures and What We Can Do About It." "That really hasn't happened in this
recession. By most measures, income inequality has actually increased."

The wealthy also were largely spared the pain of unemployment. According to Pew
Research, the fourth-quarter unemployment rates for workers without a high school
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diploma grew from 7.7% to 15.3% between 2007 and 2009, while the rate for workers
with a college degree remained less than 5%.

Losers: The Middle Class

The middle class continues to take a beating from the recession.

The Associated Press reports that following the recession that began in late 2007, the
share of working families who are low income has risen for three straight years to
31.2%, or 10.2 million. That proportion is the highest in at least a decade, up from 27%
in 2002, according to a new analysis by the Working Poor Families Project and the
Population Reference Bureau, a nonprofit research group based in Washington.

Broken down by age, children were most likely to be poor or low-income — about 57% 
followed by seniors 65 and over, according to the Associated Press. By race and
ethnicity, Hispanics topped the list at 73%, followed by blacks, Asians and non-Hispanic
whites.

One bright spot: "During the recession, for the first time in U.S. history, women came to
hold a majority of the country's jobs," says Don Peck, author of "Pinched: How the Great
Recession Has Narrowed Our Futures and What We Can Do About It."

Winners: Homebuyers

The same precipitous decline in home values that sucker punched American
homeowners when the housing bubble burst has provided homebuyers with the rare
opportunity to land the deal of a lifetime.

"When you look at the affordability circumstances now based on the relationship

between mortgage interest rates, median prices and median family income, this year is
the most favorable on record dating back to 1970," says Walter Molony, spokesman for
the National Association of Realtors.

According to the NAR's Housing Affordability Index, the median price of a single-family
home has dropped from $196,600 in 2008 to $168,400 in August 2011. During that
same period, median mortgage rates declined from 6.15% to 4.69%, and the money
you would need to buy the average home dropped nearly 25% from $45,984 to
$33,504.

"For buyers who can get a mortgage in the current market and who have that long-term

view, this is really a golden opportunity," Molony says.

Just one caveat: Don't buy unless you' re planning to stay for a while.
"First-time and repeat homebuyers should plan to stay in the home for 10 years,"

Molony says.
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Losers: Home Sellers

Real estate agents have long chanted the mantra, "location, location, location." But

since the housing bubble burst, home sellers are far more focused on timing, timing,
timing.

"The folks who were really hurt are those who bought at the top of the boom and had to

sell for one reason or another. They were relocated or lost their job or had some sort of
toxic loan they couldn't refinance," says Walter Molony, spokesman for the National
Association of Realtors.

According to NAR figures, median home sale prices across the country fell from

$196,600 in 2008 to $173,100 in 2010.

Molony blames subprime lending, not just for the housing bubble, but also for skewing
housing data for the foreseeable future.

"The whole economic downturn was really driven by the toxic mortgages that should

never have been introduced to the market in the first place. That led to abnormal
behavior and induced sales above what we were expecting. This whole house of cards
was built on these toxic loans that originated with Wall Street, and we are still paying the
price for them today," he says.

Winners: Motorists

Although it's hard to imagine in retrospect, the major financial story of the summer
preceding the market crash was the price of gas, which hit an all-time high of $4.11 per
gallon in July 2008.

The market collapse and its subsequent impact on consumer spending quickly reduced
the price at the pump for motorists.

"We hit that high in 2008, went into a recession and saw crude oil prices drop below $65

a barrel in 2009, which brought us very low gas prices for consumers," says Jennifer
Brady, a spokeswoman for AAA.

But gas prices increased by more than $1 per gallon in the first half of 2011 largely
because of concerns over the Arab Spring uprisings in Egypt and Libya. Prices rose
from $3.12 per gallon for regular unleaded in January to a yearly high of $3.93 in May
before retreating.

The mixed blessing for motorists is that as the economy improves, gas prices also tend
to increase.

Losers: College Grads

Recent college grads could scarcely have chosen a worse time to enter the U.S. job market.
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First, there's the jobs picture. In 2010, the unemployment rate for workers age 16 to 24
was 18.4%, the worst on record in 60 years, according to the Economic Policy Institute.

For those who do get hired, their first salary comes with a 10% "penalty" for graduating
during a recession, while their median starting salary is $27,000 rather than the $30,000
average for 2006 and 2007 grads, according to a May 2011 study from the John J.
Heldrich Center for Workforce Development at Rutgers University.

And then there's student debt. Two-thirds of 2010 college grads hit the pavement owing
an average of $25,250 on their student loans, up 5% from the previous year, according
to the Institute for College Access 8 Success.

Don Peck, author of "Pinched: How the Great Recession Has Narrowed Our Futures
and What We Can Do About It," says the timing of their birth may haunt "Generation R"
for decades.

"Academic and historical evidence shows that people who get stuck in bad jobs or no

jobs in the first few years of their careers not only start out behind, they never fully catch
up," he says.

Winners: Teenagers

The Great Recession could turn out to be the best thing that ever happened to
teenagers.

"What we saw in the Depression was, while people who were in their twenties during

the heart of the Depression really struggled throughout the rest of their lives, people in
their teens experienced that period very differently and were shaped differently by it,"
says Don Peck, author of "Pinched: How the Great Recession Has Narrowed Our
Futures and What We Can Do About It."

"They couldn't be blamed for the financial struggles that their families were having;

many of the biggest scars that recessions leave are psychological, so that didn't affect
teens."

Instead, much like today, teens were called upon to pick up the slack at home and
provide emotional support while both parents worked to support the family.

"They became what is now called the Greatest Generation. They were renowned for

their ability to delay gratification, their civic-mindedness, their family commitment and
generally for a very practical, can-do attitude," Peck says.
"I wonder if the same thing may be happening with today's teens," he says.

Losers: Pre-Retirees

Imagine you' re running a marathon and nearing the finish line when someone in the crowd
suddenly trips you, fracturing your ankle. That's how the recession feels to pre-retirees.
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According to Pew Research, the unemployment rate for workers age 55 to 64 increased
from 2.9% in the fourth quarter of 2007 to 6.9% in the same period of 2009. And for
those without jobs, the Great Recession has been particularly brutal, with the average
duration of unemployment at its longest in modern times.

"For those 55 and over who lost their jobs, it has been a real struggle getting re 

employed, having an average duration of unemployment of more than a year," says
Sara Rix, senior strategic policy advisor for the AARP Public Policy Institute. "The

longer you' re out of work, the less likely you are to find work."

Even those who own their homes outright were not spared. The domino effect of
unemployment and housing devaluation forced many pre-retirees to resort to their nest
eggs prematurely.

"Many of those unemployed workers will never recover," Rix says.
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